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PREFACE. 
The present papel- contail~s the lesults hitherto arrived' at.during 
the investigatiol?~ on the plaice in Norwegian waters. In  earlier years 
investigations on the plaice were made more or less casually as the plaice 
fishery has playetl only a slight part until 20 years ago when it begail 
to clevelop into a fisl~ery of great eco~lo~llic importance. As the fishermen 
cluriilg the saIr e 1)criocl have voiced an i~lcreasi~lg dernand for protection 
of the plaice stock, rnore r e g ~ ~ l a r  nd intensive investigations hacl to 
be inauguratetl also in respect of the Norwegian stock of plaice. 
I wish to express lily thankfulness towards the successive Fishery 
Directors, the late nir. ASSERSON and messrs. SALTTESES ancl BRYNJELSEN, 
ancl to the mmager of the Research Branch, mr. BJERI<AS, for the 
collficlence shomili to me in elltrusting me with this investigatiol~. At 
the same time I wish to render my thanks to the trustees of the Fisheries 
Research F u i ~ d  who haye grailtecl the greater part of the necessary 
es~enses .  
My thanks arc also due to nu.  C. Doxs, clirector of the Trondl-reim 
Bio'ogica! Station, for submitting every year the rich plaice material 
collected for the llatchery of the statioi?, ancl to captain BERXHARD 
HAXSON who ha; supervisecl the collectio~l of this part of the material. 
Corclial thilnks are offered 111y fellow-workers a t  he Research 
Branch, messrs, BJERI~AX, EGGVIN, I~OLLEFSEN and Susn for infornza- 
tiorls and advice 011 maily occasions. To the last-named I am specially 
indebted fol his ~~e-\lei- failing interest and assistailce i11 the formal 
presentation of the results. The drawings were iilade by messrs. TH. 
RASJIUSSEK :;3i1d T. I<ROC. The text was translated by lector GL-XIIBEX< 
and then revised by mr. Susn. 
BIiIEF SURVEY OF PLAICE FISHERIT IN NORWAY. 
The plaice, PZezwo.nectes elatessa Lin., has long been the object 
of fishing ill Norway. The first clescription of plaice fishing is founci 
ins STRDMS )>SOIZ~?~BI~S Beskrivelsecc (31), printed ill 1762. S T R ~  tells 
us that the plaice was caught particularly off a number of small isles 
on the coast of 1\'I~r-e where there is a flat sandground in the sea. The 
fishing provecl to be fairly profitable. 'l'lre plaice were caught by long- 
lines, baited ~vi th  Arewicoln qnarilzn Li~c. 
0. N. I&BERG (21) clescribes plaice fishing in Norway in the i~liclc~le 
of tlze last century. Special plaice gillnets were used at  that time, of 
the type still useel, as well as longlines baitecl with. herring or m~~ssels,  
and in shallow water also two-prongecl spear. Tlte fish mere particularly 
taken off SuilnmBre, Lofoteil and Trester<~len. The plaice were driecl 
a11cl shippecl to Bergen. The price of clried plaice varied between 1?/!L 
and 2 ))species dollarcc a ))v%gcc (18 kg) or 0,35-0,50 sliillings pr. kg. 
Mie have some llistorical clates regarcling the plaice-fishery in the 
Tronclheim Fjord, collected by 0 .  NORDGXRD (23). From these papers 
we can infer that there has been plaice-fishing in Norway from olden 
clays, but only in this century it has clevelopecl to be a factor of impor.tance 
in the Norwegian fisheries. Tlle cause is the development of fresh fish 
export, ancl the iirtroductioli of the Danish seine. 
The Danish seine was invelltecl by the fisherman JEKS LAUKSES 
T~BVER in 1848. This implenient created the Danish deepsea fishing as 
it became successively know~l, aiicl is to clay probably the most i1nportan.t 
fishing implement in Denmark. In  Sorway it was used for the first 
time with succes by I<XUT DAHI, in 1899 during fishing expcrirnents on the 
coast of Helgelancl on board the cutter nXo.torcc, captain G. M. HELGERUD. 
They succeedecl in the course of a few clays in fishing 3000 kg plaice, 
sold in Tronclheim at  50 @re a kg. This success causecl Mr. HELGERUD 
to continue the fishing as a commercial undertaking in Helgelancl and 
in Lofoten from 1900. The fir111 0. HEGSTAD, Trondheim, started a 
similar activity in Lofoten from 1902. The plaice were br0ugh.t alive 
to Tr~nclhein~ in wellecl smacks. Accorcling to R J E K I L ~  (2) tlre firm 
Blitr~m, Bergen, triecl plaice-fishery with Danish seine in 1904 along the 
coast as far as Hanimerfest, but this attempt was soon given up as it 
fell short of the expectations. The people of Nordland, however, soon 
started plaice-fishing with Danish seine them.selves. Fishermen from 
Henni~igsvzr (Lofoten) in particular were pioneers in this domain ancl 
fishermcil froill Sunnm@re soon joined them, having been taught the 
method of fishing by Swedish smack fishers working off Alesuild. 
The man, however, \\rho has clone most to spread knowledge of 
the DanisIl seine among Korrvegian fislrermen, was mr. BARCLAS, 
for many years secretary .to ))Socief3~ /or the Pro~+zotion of Norwegian 
Fislre~iescc, later inspector of fisherirs. BARCLAY wrote a very ii1st1-uctive 
a1 tick about Danish seine fishing in )tWorsl': Fiskeritidegzdecc 1899, and 
in 1920 a new article treating the improve~lient introduced ill the Danisll 
seine fishing. Reprint of these articles were clistributccl among the 
fisl~crmcn, ancl B.~RCI~AY cleclarcd liimself williizg to aclvise in purchase 
of tile gear. At the same ti~lie the )).Society for the Pronzotiov~ O/  Nor- 
zclegl'rrlt Fisheriesa proviclecl Danish seines to be lent to fisherllzen. 
?. Ille Danish seine recluires an eve11 bottom to fish effectively. The 
Soi-wt.gi;~n Coast is,  however, a~lything but rich in sancly flats, ancl those 
fonnd are small. Tllc implement worlis so effectively tliat it pretty 
soon will fish up lllost of tlie plaice available in such places. The fishernlei1 
thercfoi-c rvill have to make pauses in their fishing to allow illore fish 
to gather. To begin with the cleilse accumulations of plaice resultecl 
in fancy catches. But, as will always happer1 when a new, effective 
fisliing method is introducecl, the c,atches quiclily decreased, and the 
fislit~rmen llacl to searcli for new, unusecl fishing gro~znds. A few expert.; 
wllo went all along the coast, lnacle fine catches aiicl became  ell-to-do 
peoplc. They createel, lio~irever, exasperati011 and anxiety among the 
fisIlci-11icil wherever they appearecl. 
Protest against this new form of fishing clicl not wait long to be 
rccorclecl. I11 november 1918 already the illspector of fisheries for Norel- 
land and 'l'ro~lls hacl to sellcl jilquiries within his district to parish councils 
and fisherllleil associations asking their opinion about the Danish seine 
fishery (UJERRAK 2). The replies showed that a majority of them 
wantecl Dailisll seines pi-ohibitecl. In august 191.9 mr. BJERKAN went 
to Lofoten where the controversy was then particularly bitter. His 
expel-iences were, ho~vever, such that he could not advise that the use 
of Danish seines shoulcl be prohibited, but suggestecl, in accordance 
wit11 mr. NORDGARD (the late leader of the plaice hatchery in Trondheim) 
that a minimum measure for plaice ought to be introdtlced, and protec- 
tion during the time 15. March - 15. May. 
The conflict about the Danish seine called forth a number- of nrns- 
papel articles, public discussions and resolutio~~s from meeting? of 
fishernien. This proved to be the very best propaganda for the Danish 
seine. Everywhere it was described as a very profitable fishing-5ear 
and opinions as to its injurious effects diffcrecl. Many fishers therefore 
purchased Danish seines and fitted out their boats for it5 use. Soon 
also the Danish seine slightly modified was used for >)I-ouncl fi.1 5 I(( as 
well. The development of the popularity of the new gear IS brougtll 
out by the following figures. 
Table 1. Nfi?llber o j  
Danislz Sei~zes and R O ~ L I I ~  Fislz Seinrs in  f i o~ i c lny .  
I Wear Danislr 1 Round fish seines seines i 
There are no data. further back than those given in table 1. 
Unfortunately exact statelnents of quantities given in our official 
statistical tables are inaccurate regarding the plaice, partly quite er- 
roneous. On the other hand we have very exact statistics relating to 
the export of plaice and tlsing these as a nxxsure of the developlneilt 
of the plaice fishery we have co~lstrtlcted fig. 1. The figmes are taken 
from oNorges handel((. 
There was a rapid 1:ise in the plaice expoi-t from 78 tons in 1922 
to 4699 tons in 1932, then a sudden fall of more than 1.000 tons in 1933. 
The quantity of plaice exported remained about 3500 tons till 1936 
when it decreased to 2750 tons. After 1936 there has been no important 
change. 
Fig. 1. Korxvegian export of plaice. 
Restvictions on the Fislzery. 
The Danish seine fishery was allowed to develop svitllout any 
intei ference until 1933 when several regulations restricting the plaice 
fishel y were introduced, viz: 
j ,  A general prohibition to catch plaice between the 15. march 
and the 30. May, while the fishery of plaice with Danish seine was 
made m~la\vful during a longer season, viz. 1. March .to 31. July. 
2. A regul;ttio~l t ? u t  all plaice of total length of less t11a11 27 C ~ I  
had to throwll uverbolrd at  once. 
3. lntrociuction of quota and other ~ u l e s  for the export of fresh flsh 
to  Great Britain. According to these plaice under 500 g was not to be 
exported. 
4. Prohibition was established against export of all fresh fish, 
caught east of North Cape during the waruneit season. 
Point 2 of the act was, however, changecl before it hacl been in force 
for a whole season. In  an act of G. July 1933 the general close-season 
was fixed as fro111 1. April to 15. May, while the Danish seine was pro- 
hibited between 15. March and 30. June. The size-limit of plaice expor- 
table to Great Britain was, however, lo\verccl to 400 gi-. 
These restrictions (point 1 to 4) may be respoilsible for rnost of 
the sudden fall, see11 in fig. 1, in the quantity of exportec! plaice in 1933. 
'The fishing for halibut by means of gill-nets, starting in the 
autu~nn of 1936, which caused many of the plaice fishermen to change 
over to halibut fishing in the autumn season, nlay be made respo~lsible 
for the further fall in 1936. 
Thus plausible reasons call be given for the decrease in quantity 
of plaice caught after 1q33 but the fact remains that the output pi-. 
boat pr. day's fishing has been greatly reclucecl cluring later years. 
Unfortuilately, our statistical data do not afford exact eviclence of this. 
Tlle plaice fishery during the last 20 years has gronn to be a trade 
of econolnic importance, and should be protected and carried on 111 
a rational manner. Tlle great number of clenlands for protection of the 
plaice, prohibition of the use of Danish seine ill plaice fishing etc., llas 
niade i t  necessary for the fisheries administratio11 to collect illformation 
about the plaice fishery, to gather facts about the biology of the plaice, 
and to nlake investigations as to the quantity ~vhich may rationally 
be caught, in other words, it has become necessary also in Nor~vay 
to start plaice illvestigation on a broad base. Some of the results achieved 
till now will be clealt with in this paper. 
REVIEW OF 
PLAICE RIAKKIKG EXPERIMENTS IN  NOR\VAY. 
The length of the Nor\\regian coast with the great ilunlber of deep 
fjords and varying depths iiiakes it probable that there ar-e many diffc- 
rent plaice populations in these ~vaters. The earlier investigations 
which might be expected to give us soiiie i~iformation ahorlt this, were, 
hoivevei-, lirllitecl to niarking experiments. 
The firit rnarliirlg experilnerlt of plaice in Korwegian waters was 
lnacle by J O E I ~ X  H J O R ~  ill 1S99. 111 coniiection with the transplantatioll of 
23 000 y o u ~ g  pla~ce from L>anisk waters to tlle Oslo Fjord HJORT hacl 
1 300 ll~arliccl. The expcrimcnt haq been describecl by A. \~OLI.EB.T:II (33). 
Oiily LO recaptures were recorded from this illarking experime~it, and 
the greater nt~niber nrerc recaptuled near the \pot ~vllere the plaice 
hacl been liberated. One was taken off Horten, thus having left the  
inner basin of the fjorcl ~ rhe rc  the mal-king had been done. 
In 1908 0. KORDG-$RD (23) liberated 78 and 58 inarked speciilleils 
of plaice oil the 12. aircl13. ;\lay resp. off Tautra in the Troilclhein~ Fjo~cl. 
Of these 30 \verc recaptured in tlre course of the 5 years following. The 
pc~ceiitage in the first year was 18. They were all taken east of Trond- 
heini, in the Trondlreim Fjorcl proper. 
The plaice tagged by NORDGKRU were fishecl in Lofoteli ancl cariiecl 
111 a xvell-imack to tlre Biological Station of Tronclheim. The plaice 
hacl spanrned before the marking in the basin at  the newly founded 
hatcllerg at the station. The long-travels are eilterecl in the chart fig. 2. 
In the years 1924, 25, 31 ancl 32 P.  BJERICAN (3, 4 and 6) l~lacle 
marking experiments at  various places on the Norwegian coast. A 
re~ic\v of these il~arkiilgs will be found in the following table. 
c > llle map fig. 3 shows tlrat the coastal plaice have travelled rather 
far. Recaptures show that the plaice nlarliecl at  the Norwegian Coast 
mag- c~oss  the Xor\vegian Channel, thus having co~lrlectioil with the 
Sor th  Sea plaice. 
Easecl on his illarkiilg experi~nellt in Lofoteil BJERICAN (6) clivides 
the plaice into one fairly stationary mussel-eating populatioil and one 
b)migi-atory-plaice(( feecling mostly on sand-eel (il~lznzodytes). 3lany 
fisher~lie~l are of the same opinion, claiming to bc able to see the clif- 
ference. The ))migratory-p2"ice((-plaice is said to be slirnmer, and paler in 
colour than the whell-plaice{{. BJERIWK cites the rnarki~lg experinle~~t 
a t  Nappstmm~nen as an example of the stationary shell-eating population. 
The recaptures froin this marliing experi~nerlt were macle near the place 
of liberation, anct most 11x1 shell in their stomach. An important 
objection to this conclusion is, however, that BJEIII~AN ill this marking 
experime~lt used only small plaice, such as the fishermen thron~ over- 
board as being too sn~all for sale. I t  is a well known feature in the biology 
of the plaice that it is fairly stationary in the immature stage, and lnay 
start for longer travels only when ripe for spaw-ning. The slight move- 
ment show~l by the marking experiment may therefore be interpreted 
as nothing more than a further exanlple that young plaice, also in 
Norwegian waters show less propensity for migration than the ripe fish. 
In  1933 and 1934, the curator of the plaice hatchery in Ti-onclheim 
mr. C. DONS, nlade fresh marking experinlents with plaice used in the 
hatchery. On the 1.1. May 1.933 500 specinlens of plaice were set free 
a t  Grandevilten a t  the nzo~ith of the Tronctheiin Fjord. Of these 123 
were recaptured in the course of one year, that is 25,2 %. The places 
of recapture indicate very little nzovement. The long-travellers are 
entered on the chart, fig. 2. 
Table 2. Plnice wzavking carvied o z ~ i  by  P. Bjevkan.  
Locality 
K.IT. of Hcnnii-rgs\-LEI-, Lofoterl . . 
S. -U- . . . .  
Ytre Steinfjord, Borgc, Lofoten . . 
Inclre Steinfjord, Borge Lofoten . . 
iYapl>stommen, 13uksnes, Lofoter-r 
. . . .  xylmt te~~,  Girnsny, Lofoten 
Sortlhotnenc, I-Iasselfj., Lofotel~ 
La~tlivik, Lofoteil . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
xok!relen S. of Heilnilrgsv:er, 
J.ofoteli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  I<ilpollen, Flakstad, Lofoten 
Ytre Steinsfj orcl, Bovge, Lofaten 
Il;alliunnesset, &Ioslienesny, Lofoten 
S. of Ilerma~-rsclal, 1,ofoten 
H ~ . .  ,I heldvika ' -,i- 
Hj clbergvilra -R- 
. . . . . .  Ta11:inger near S t a ~ a ~ ~ g e l -  
-0- . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  Ytre Taila Fjorcl Fi~imnrli 
. . . .  111cli-c T a m  Fjor 3 Finmarl; 
Xe\.ilicn, near Stat . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Date 
O n  the 8. May 1934 100 markecl plaice were liberated off Sundnes 
in the Trondheilll Fjorcl. Of these 24 were recaptured within the first 
year (from cmator I_)o~s '  manuscript). 
In 1935 and 1936 the marking experiment in the Trondheirn Fjorcl 
were contintled by the z~uthor, Plaice were nlarliecl immediately after 
being cnpturccl i11 Danish seine a t  the follo~virzg localities: 
Table 3. Plaice diiarizi~zg in the Tro~zdhei~vz Fjovd. 
'\'iiialciret, _&sen Fjord . . . . . . . .  
Levanger gronilci . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Beitstacl Pjorcl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Brckstacl, Orlantlet . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Local~ty 
- -- -- 




 pp-p----   -
Fig. 3. Jour~leys fl-om the TVest Coast of ;"\'on-ray 
of far-tra\-elling tagged plaice (from Bjerlian). 
By far the greater nunlber of the recaptures were made in the iame 
place where the fish were liberated. 'rhe long-traveller5 are seen in fig. 2. 
A comsnon feature of all the s~iarliii~g experiments nladc in and 
near the Trondheim Fjord is that none of those liberated in the fjorcl 
proper, has been recaptured outsicle, and none of thoie set free outiicle 
the Trondlieim Fjord has been recaptured in the fjoi-rl. T h e  deep Dasz?z 
01 the fjord fzeav to tlze t o w n  of Tt.ondheznz s e e u ~ s  io consi1t2rte n b o t i ~ i d n ~ ? t  
between the plazce populatzon of tlze Trondheznz Fjord  a f ld  that oi  the const. 
(The deep basin west of the town i i  devoid of plaice groundi). 
In 1935 Trolnsg Mztsezr~n also started plaice investig a t '  ion5 SIGFRED 
l;ig. 4. Joiirneys of tagged plaice in S. Sorway (only far- 
travelling specime~ls. - Soot-Ryen's elrsperiments). 
I<RISTOFFERSES, of the Museum staff, marked 1~86 plaice off Torsvzg 
between 30. Jan.  ancl 8. Feb. and in May that  same yeai- 11.1. plaice 
were marlted in the Ulsfjord. Up to Oct. 1st the following year 64 ancl 
86 fish resp. were recaptmecl. Of those marked off Torsv2g 32 or 50 % 
of the recaptures were made inore than 30 km from the plaice of libera- 
tion. In  Ulsfjorcl, on the other hand, as much as 93 % of the recaptures 
were talten within a radius of one kn1 from the place of liberation. 
On the sketch-map fig. 4 are entered the long-travellers froin these 
marking experiments. The nlaterial has been workecl up by SOOT-RYEN 
but not yet publishecl. Soor-RYEN points out that the drift of eggs 
and larvz is colvtpensated by the fact that the plaice will go south and 
westwards t o  the spawning grounds. Thus SOOT-Rum has shown a 
case similar to what bas been found earlier at Iceland where tile plaice 
from N and E coast go to the S coast where spawning takes place. 
(SCHMIDT, SBMUNDSON, TANING). 
Besides the marking experiments here mentioned, plaice has also 
been marked by prof. dr. JOHAN T. RUUD in and near the Oslo Fjorcl 
in connection with transplantation of Danish plaice. 
The Norwegian marking experiments will be dealt with in a special 
paper. Here is only mentioned what may throw light upon the question 
whether one or more plaice populations inhabit Sorwegian waters. 
The conclusions to be drawn from these experiilients are: 
1. The plaice population of the West Norway waters seeills to 
contribute to  the population of the North Sea, ancl possibly, to receive 
contribution from the same. 
2. The plaice in the fjords seems to be more stationary tlian that 
of the coast. An exception from this is the Tana Fjorcl, where a nunlerous 
population of young plaice is found off the mouth of the Tana river, 
and from these nursery grounds an enligration takes place to the coast 
and the sea outside the fjord (EJERI~AN 6). 
3. There seems to be neither emigration nor immigration fro111 to 
-the rich plaice grounds in the Trondheini Fjord. 
To the question svhether we have to reckon with a nunrber of plaice 
populations in Norwegian costal waters, the 111arking experiments clo 
not give definite answer. In orcier to get a start, if possible, to~varcls 
the solution of this problem, samples froin various parts of tlre coast 
have been collected with the intention to investigate the aracial~ characters. 
Since FK. HEISCICE in 1898 published his famous work ))iVnt?rrge- 
sc2iic72fe des Hewings(( (1.2) a great number of ichtyologists of the whole 
~vorlcl have follo\ved his nretlrocls for definition of ))races(( in the various 
fish species. As to the plaice such irlvestigators as CCSNINGHAM, DVNCICER, 
H E I S C I ~ ,  A. J. C. JENSEN, A. C. JONASSES, I<YLE, I<;<NDLER, C. G. J. 
PETERSEX, E. M. POULSEN, REDEICE, TLXIXG o. a. have followecl 
HEIXCRES methods of dividing the species ))plaice(( into subspecies. 
In later years it is only the morphological characters svl-rich call be 
numerically deciclecl at an early stage in the life of fish, which are used 
as a mean of distinction between various populations. I t  is the difference 
in the ~lu~liber of vertebrz (Vert. S.) a11c1 in the nul?ll>el- of rays jrr 
the anal fin. (A) which are cornmonly used in tlre case of plaice. 
In  table 4 will be found a series of localities along the Norwegian 
Coast from Jaren to the Tnnn Fjovd in Finmark, where sanrples of 
plaice have been collectecl for examination of Vert. S. and A. 
Tlre position of the localities will be seen on the map fig. 5. This 
cartograni affords a better survey than the tables. I t  ]night be seen 
that all localities in tlre Trondheim Fjorct show considerably lowet 
values than the other localities. Variations in Vert. S. along the outer 
coast are remarkably small. There is, however, a marked tendency 
in tlre values: off J~re11  the number of vertebrz is fairly high, 42,92 + 0,005. 
Northwards until Vigra it falls to 42,77 + 0,07. From here, it remains 
fairly constant all the way ~ o r t l r  to Torsv5g in Troms, and farther 
nortli-east it rises to about 43,OO. AVTERINZEW (I) gives 43,15 as tlre 
nuilrber of vertebrz in plaice off the Mmman Coast. 
The variation found along the Norwegian Coast may, as in the 
case of herring ( R U N N S T R ~  30), very well be explained as influenced 
Table 4. 
Nzrllzber o f  Ver tebra  uad AlzaL Fivz Rays  ilz  Plaice (1935) 
I 
Locality 1 Date Jo. Vert. S ; A 
1 !Tananger near Staranger . . 
2 lkevika near S t a t . .  . . . . . . . . .  
3 I ~ i g r a  off Alesuud . . . . . . . . .  
4 I0rlanclet outs. Tronclh. Fjorc 
5 !Vikaleiret in -!)- 
6 ;Off Levanger in -r- 
7 'Off Sunclnes in -r- 
S Rolshavll ill -!)- 
9 ICorsen in -I)- 
10 :off Steillkjaer -!)- 
11 iVikna, Nord Tronclelag . . . . .  
12 Rorvilrbukta, Lofoten . . . . .  
13 ' lorf jord,  Lofoten . . .  
14 ~ j a r l r o y ,  Trorns . . . . . . . . . . .  
15 ' ~ o r s v ~ g ,  Trolns . . . . . . . . . . .  
16 Nordlenangen, Trolns . . . . . . .  
17 ~ s s h o ~ e n ,  S ~ r o y ,  Finmark . 
18 ' ~ u k t a ,  Alta - 
19 N .  of S m ~ y  - 
20 Sandfjord near Sorclliyn . . .  
21 Gulgofjord Tana, Fillmarlr . 
22 !Off Tana River, - 
23 i ~ e i r ~ o l l e n ,  T a m  - 
by temperature -tlpon the fixation of Vert. S. Table 5 is a iurvey of the 
average te~llperature at  a depth of l m northwarcl along the coast in 
the spring months. The telnperatures have been obtained by nleans 
of sea termographs initalled in the coast-liners, ancl it is the montllly 
average tenlperatures based on these observationi for the years 1935-38 
which are entered in the table (furnished by dr. J. EGGT'IN). 
The spawning time of the plaice along thc Norwegian Coa5t llaz not 
been definitely fixed, but experienced fish-merchants woulcl, iuggebt 
mainly February for Jzeren, for Tr~ndelag Feb.-March, in the Trondheim 
Fjord proper about a inonth later. As to the Murman Coast ATTERISZEFT 
(1) states that the first half of april is the nloit important time 
The maill spawning time for the plaice consiclerecl and presunling 
that the critical period for the fixation of Vert. S. will bc found in the 
egg stage or in the pelagic stage of the larvz, some accordance seems 
to exist between number of vertebrze and temperature: a higher tempera- 
Fig. 5. Length of~wedges correspo~lds 
t o  no. of vertebr~x: ancl anal fill rays excess of resp. 40 and 50. 
Table 5. 
Average Temperatr~ve 1935-38 i$z 4 11% Depih on the Norwegian Coast. 
J;eren . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Stat  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bre~iundet off Alesu~ld 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Trondhelm Fjord 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Folla, Sord-Trm~clelag 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vest I'jorcl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  V%g~fjord 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lopphavet, Fmmarlr 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oft Sorcl1;yn Fllrlnarlr 
- 
ture apparently conclitiolls a lower nuniber of vertebrz, and vice versa, 
as shown by JOHS. SCHMIDT in the case of Zoa?fces v.ivz,$arzrs ancl G a d m  
callarias. 
Tlze gralirtul clcange in nzlwzbef/ of vertebra. along the olcter Norzoegian 
Coast does not jzrstity a divisiofz into several plaice popzrlafio~zs. 
The Trollclheiln Fjorcl is distinguished fro111 the other localities 
by an extraorcli~larily low number of vertebrz. \;lie will try by ordinary 
~netocls to fincl out .ivhether the plaice of the fjord may be regarcled as 
a population of its own. The coastal plaice population may be taken 
as representecl by the samples fronl Vigra and Vikna, resp. 3 and I1 on 
the map, fig. 5. The clistributioll as to 110. of vertebrze is sho~vn in 
table G ancl fig. 6. 
Locality 
Table 6. Distribz~tion as  to No. of Vertebra of Plaice. 1935. 
March April 1 May 
Locality 
Vigra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Vilcna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-- 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
--- 
No. of Vertebrze 
1 I -- 
The sa~llples collectecl in the Trolldhei~ll Fjorcl the same year show 
the follo~ving clistribution as to no. of vertebrze: 
- -  -- - - -- -- - - -- -- -- - - - - I 1 
Fig. 6 .  Distribution of the plaice samples with regard 
to no of vertebrz and of anal fin rays. 
Table '7. 
Disfribzrtion as  lo No. of VerLebrcc of Plaice, Tvondheim Fjord, 7935. 
If we examine whether the average difference in number of vertebrx 
given in table 6 and 7 is real or not, we find: 
No of Vertebrrrl 
Locality 
41 / 42 43 / 44 . - / -- 
~ 
According to this there i s  a real diffef/ence ifz the lzz~mber of vertehvcz. 
betlaem the plaice population of the Trondlzeinz Fjord and tlze plaice along 
the coast outside. 
42.33 & 0,060 
42,40 & 0,047 
42,39 + 0,032 
42.45 + 0,043 
42 44 + 0,023 
-'- - 
I 
Off S t i j  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  62 1 31 1 3 
Rolshavil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 71 I 6 
Off Sundncs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 1 249 . 190 , 9 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  510 ( 381 / 24 1 42,40 & 0,016 
- - ___ 
O/,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  530 1 395 / 25 1 
-- 
Off Lcvangcr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Vikalriret . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6 49 1 15 1 4 
3 1 53 1 44 2 
___. 1 ..___I-.- 
SPECIAL INVESTIGATION 
OF THE ))RACIAL CHARACTERS(( OF THE PLAICE. 
Every winter, in the course of February, the staff of the Trondheim 
Biological Station are catching about 1000 plaice with Danish seine 
off Susldnes in the Trondheiln Fjord. The plaice are made to spawn 
in the hatchery of the station. After spawning in the basin of the station 
the pl%ice are again liberated in the fjorcl. Since the spring of 1935 
these plaice, by the couz-tesy of the curator mr. C. Doxs, have been 
given to the atlthor for investigation. 
Is1 the years 1935-37 only a part of these plaices was examined 
as to number of vertebrz ancl anal fin rays, as tke plan of the research 
ainiecl only a t  ascertaining the possibility to fincl out in this way if the 
fjorcl has a plaice population of its own. In  the years 1938 ancl 1939, 
ho\vever, the number of vertebra ancl rays has been determined in all 
5pecirnens. The counts have been done by the author. The fish were 
boilecl before counting to remove the meat in easiest way. These plaice, 
collectecl every year just before spawning-time, on their natural spaw- 
ning grouncl or near-by, may be considered well suited for investigating 
variation of the ))racial characterscc. 
As we have already seen the snarkings made in- and outside the 
fjos-cl suggest that the fjord-deep in the outer part of the Trondheim 
Fjorci isolates the plaice stock in the fjorcl proper from the stocli outside, 
after the bottom stage has been reached. The inflow of pelagic eggs and 
larvz is also probably very scanty. According to calculations made 
by dr. J. EGGVIS, there is an outgoing surface current in the fjorcl 
wit11 a nljnirnuin thickness of 50 m off Toncllleim. As known, the 
egg-s anel pelagic larvz of the plaice will he founci mainly ill tlie upper 
layers. 
Table S contains the result of the counts for the richer yeas 
classes, males and females separately. We may also see tlie clistribution 
, . 
of anal fin says is1 plaice with 41, 42, 43 ancl 44 v e r t e b r ~ .  Ihe  figures 
given in column X show the distribution of A in tliose specimens nrliose 
riu~nber of vertebrz has not been ascertained. 
Variation of S I I I F Z ~ ~ Y  u j  V e r i e b v ~  n ~ f d  A.wa2 F i n  l i nys  1'92 the tzwo Seres. 
G. DVKKER (9) has clevoted a very close study to Pleuronecfes 
llesus from the Elbe-mouth, and has niade out i. a a real difference 
in A between nlales and feniales. Also in Pleztro?zecSes platessa DUKICER 
finds a rather great difference, but not great enough to be recorded 
as a settled fact. The material in hand affords an opportunity to investi- 
gate the question a5 to plaice from the Tronclheirn Fjorcl. 
Tzble 8. Number  of Vertebra and Anal Fin Rays .  T .  B. S.  1935-38, 
No of Vertebize c f  S o  of Vertebrze 9 Q 
-- -- -- -- 
/ X / 41 / 42 1 43 1 44 lSurnl  O i ,  X 1 41 / 42 / 43 / 44 / s u m {  9/, 
-- - I 
47 - 
1 4,2 2 - 
2 5 0 -  - 
1 - - 1  
X 
133 14,6 
16 1 69 7,6 
12 2 
1 - 
- - 1 - 
S o  of Vertebrl-e JJ No of Vertebrz 9 9 
-- I S I 41 1 42 I 43 I 44 - I Sum I O / ,  I-X I 41 I 42 I 43 44 1 Sum I O / ,  
- 
G 17,2 S - 
2 2,2 - - 
0,9 - - - 
The year-classes 1930 and 3934 are sufficiently represented in the 
material to be particularly well suited for the purpose. Table 10 show 
Vert. S. and A in both sexes. 
The number of vertebrm seems to be the same in males and females 
of the same year-class. The 1930 year-class sho\vs, however, a great 
difference i n  the number of anal fin rays between the two sexes, ancl if 
Table 9. 
Number  o j  Vertebra and Anal Fin R a y s ,  at Stlndnes, Trondlzezl?t Fgovd. 
Year Class I sex / \ 'e~t  s A 
D 
- 397. we examine whether the difference is real we find: -------- 
nl~iff. 
The difference might be explained by a personal error, a mistake 
in the counting, but this can be ascertained. Countings in 1935 ancl 
1936 include a number of specimens of the 1930 year-class great enough 
to afford a reliable vehicle. The distribution will be founcl entered in 
table 10 and 11. 
-- - 
1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1934 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Table 10. 
N z ~ m b e r  of Vevtebra and Anal Fin Kuys,  Sund~qes  1935, I'sav-class 1930 
,-J' Number of Vertebra Number of Vertehrz 
-- 
x I 41 I 42 / 43 / 4 1  / Total l/ 
-- -- - 
- 
- - - - - - 
-- 
I I 
pp - -- - - - - - 
- - -  




42,503 & 0,031 52,195 & 0,086 
42,489 A 0,038 52,322 & 0,110 
Table 11. 






22 Number of Vertebrz I 9 2 Number of Vertebra 
The arithmetical means for A, according to counts made in 1935 
and 1936 have the following values: 
Table X. 
I 
Sex I Count 1935 Count 1936 iCoullt 1935-38 
We thus find the same values of A fro111 the 1930 year-class whether 
the corrnti~lg was niade in the sanlple from 1935 or 1936, and the same 
values foulld by summing-up the cou~lts 1935-38. I t  would be curious 
if an eventual error proved to be of the saille kind and extent every 
year. During the work of counting, males and fer~lales of the various 
year-cla.sses followed each other without any order, so that a syste- 
matical error can be left out of question. 
The specimens were all so large that counting was easy. The dif- 
ference in nl~nlber of rays in the anal fin between the two sexes of the 
year-class 1930 of the Trondheim Fjorci seenis therefore to be a fact. 
Fig. 7 slro~vs the distribution of number of vei-tebrze ancl anal fin 
rays in males aiicl fe~nales of 1930 ancl 1934 year-classes. 

The curves representing the number of vertebra: are alnlost identical 
for the two sexes within the same year-class, whilst the curves showing 
the c1istl.ibution of anal fin ray number are shifted to the right with 
regard to the males of the 1930 year-class. The 1934 year-class, on the 
otller hancl, shows no real clifference between the two sexes. 
The conclusion of this will be: as far as the material goes there is 
no real difference in number of v e r t e b r ~  between males ancl females 
of tile same year-class of plaice in the Trondheim Fjorcl. The number- 
of anal fin rays may sllow some difference between the two sexes of the 
same year-class. The clifference, l-rowever, varies from one year-class 
to the next. 
Cor1elntio.11 beizuee~c the N~tnzbev of Vertebr~z aud the Ku~izber of 
Axal Fin Rays .  
-4 glance at table 8 will make it clear how the maxinlum nu~llber 
of v a r i ~ n t s  nloves when we compare the colun~ns for 41, 42, 43 and 44 
vertebrz. Increasing number of vertebrz corresporlcls to a higher 
number of rays in the anal fin. The range of variation is, ho~vever, 
rather great, so nluch that we may find specimens with a low number 
of vertebrz having a high number of rays, and vice versa. It wo~llci 
be po~sible to compute the coefficient of correlation, thus finding an 
expression for- the cloubtless positive correlation. We have, however, 
seen that by suming up the figures referring to males ancl fernales of the 
various year-classes (of which tlle number of specimens is great enough 
to show the distributiorl of A in plaice with 41, 42, 43 ancl 44 vertebra:), 
the rrlaterial would consist of a heterogeneous mass, tlhe permissibility 
of the operatio11 thus being a t  best doubtful. 
A computation of the aritmetical nzean of A for plaice with 41, 
42, 43 and 44 vertebrz from the 1930 ancl the 7.934 year-classes, gives 
the following values: 
Tabb: 12. 
C'ovrelafio~z between ATzclizber of Vertebra n~zd a/ Alral Fiiz Rays .  
As to the illales of the 1930 year-class there is an approxinlate 
linear increase in the nulnber of anal fin rays with rising nunibev of 
vertebrse: an increase of one vertebrz corresponds to n little less than 
one ray in A. In  specimens with 44 vertebrse, A is low, but the average 
lias been computed from 14 specimens only, so that the probable error 
is very great. As to  the 1934 year-class, the number of specimens is 
slnall, the values therefore doubtful regarding specimens with 41 ancl 
44 vertebrz. 
Fig. 8 illustrates the correlation between Vert. S. and A for the 
1930 year-class. 
Verf. S 
I 1 L I 
4/ 42 43 44 
Fig. S Correlatio~i bet\\-een Vert. S ant1 :I. 
AII increase of one vertebra corresponcis to a rise of about one ray 
in the anal fin by plaice in the Tronclheiin Fjord. If we compare T'ert. 5. 
and A in plaice taken an different localities, totally different relations 
will be founcl. The plaice of the Tronclheiin Fjorcl co~nparecl with that 
of the coast shows a clifferencc in Vert S. of 0,34, while the difference 
in A is no less than 2,46. Fro111 the literatme the following value5 are 
taken (see table 13). 
The plaice in tlie Belt Sea has about the same n~ul?ber of vertebrz 
as tile plaice in tbe Tronclheiln Fjorcl b~zt  approxilnately 2 rays lesi in 
the anal fin. Further there is a difference of about one half vertebra 
between the populati~n of tlie North Sea and that of thc Baltic, and 
silnultaneouily a. clifference of about 4 rays. 
4 s  will be seen from the instances here given, Ve7.t. S. and A 212 
ihe plaice vary independently frowz oqze locality fo another. 
Table 13. Xunzber of Verlcbrcz and Anal  F i n  Rays  
in differen1 Plaice Poptdations. 
I 
Locality Vert. S. i Source 
I 
Solither11 Baltic . . . . . .  
7'he Belt Sea + 
117 .  Baltic . . . . . . . .  
The S o r t h  Sea . . . . . .  
The Barent's Sea . . . .  
Zcclalld . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
49,7-50,5 E. M. Poulsen 1938 
54,OO A. C. Johansen 1929 
54,69 S. Awerinze\v 1928 ' 
53,73-55,5 A. V. T5ning 1929 
-
Stcntber of Iferfebvw and Afzal  F i n  Rays in Plaice oj variolfs Year-classes. 
In table 8 w7ill be found the year-classes which are represented in 
the material by a number great enough to give fairly reliable values 
for Vert. S. and A. The average computed from this table will be found 
i11 table 14 below: 
Table 14. 
d v .  Nz~~nbei j  of Vertebra and Anal  F i n  Rays  i+z different Year-classes 
of Plaice in tlze Trondheinz Fjord. 
Year Class ( Vert S 2 -+ 9 I A d 2  A P P  
D 
As to the vertebrz we find - = 3,9 between the 1930 and 
m~itr. 
the 1934 year-classes. 
Thzu a real difference in Zhe nztmber of zlertebvcz can exist between 
fhe variolcs year-classes whithin ihe plaice $opulation of the Trolz~lheiwt 
Fjord. 
,4s to the anal fin rays we find for the males a real difference between 
the 1930 and the 1934 year-classes and for the females between the 1925 
a~lcl 1930 year-classes and between the 1930 and 1934 year-classes. 
D 
In these cases -- = resp. 3,1, 5,6 and 7,8. 
ln~lff. 
Discusszon. 
The plaice of the Trondheim Fjorcl cloes not receive contributions 
from other populations to any perceptible clegree. Ancl we find differen- 
ces in the morphological characters, not only between the various 
year-clasies, but within the same year-class a clifference in number of 
anal fin rays for the two sexes. The clifference here founcl can not be 
genotypically conclitionecl, but must be a rebult of the different llyclro- 
grapllical conditions to which the eggs ancl Sarvz have been exposed. 
Unfortunately we Slave no hyclrographical clata covering the years 
in question. 
A poisible explanation of the clifference in the number of anal Sin 
rays shown in the two sexes of the 1930 year-class may be founcl in the 
conclitions of temperature. The temperature in the upper layers can 
vary so much during the spring months that it may very well cause a 
clifference in the nulnber of anal fin rayi, providecl that the critical 
period for fixation of the number of anal fin rays is somewhat different 
in the two Sexes. In  such years where the temperature renlains unchanged 
long enough to cover the critical periocl of both sexes no cliffel-ence will 
be Sound. In  other years a change of temperature  nay cause that 
one of the sexes will get a higher number of anal fin rays than the other. 
AGE J. C. J ~ S E N  (14) finds accordance between the temperature 
ancl the valiations appearing in the nu~nber of anal fin rays in the plaice 
along the Jutlarlcl coast. JENSEN shows that a lzzgh telnperature in the 
bottom water coincides with a hzgh number of anal fin rays The ac- 
cordance, ho~vever, is not fully convincing TJSIXG (32) has ihown 
that at  the coa5t of Iceland, the lowest A is found in plaice living at  the 
S. coast, and rising nunlbers eastwards along the N coait, in other words, 
the lozuest number of rays is found in the zonn~zest water ancl the highest 
in the coldest. This seems to be clirect opposition to J ~ s s ~ s s  theory. 
JEXSES, however, explains the matter by recalling the fact that off 
S. Icelancl the temperature increases from lancl towards the sea. The 
plaice eggs, hatchecl farthest fronz land, have in the stronger current 
clriltecl farthest, and cor~sequently at  N. Iceland those plaice grow up 
which have been hatched in the warmest water ancl, according to JENSEN, 
consequently have the highest number of anal fin rays. As to the plaice 
in Icelandic waters this explanation might hold good, but ATI'ERINZEW(~) 
has founcl a number of anal fin rays at  Murnlan Coast of 54,69. Further 
we fincl, as already shown, increasing number of rays in the anal fin 
along the Norwegian Coast from Torsvzg northwards ancl eastwards, 
together with decreasing temperature. This is difficult to explain in 
accordance with JENSEN'S theory. The positive correlation between 
number of vertebra3 and anal fin rays as shown by DLTNKER, confirmed 
by the investigation on plaice in the Trondheim Fjord, is also adverse 
to JENSENS theory. These facts suggest that the contrary is the case. 
A low temperature conditions a high number of anal fin rays and vice 
versa. 
JENSEN makes a mistake when he takes I<AXDLER'S paper ))Rassen- 
kundliche Untersuch.t~ng an Pluttjischent( (19) to credit for his theory in 
writing: ))Thus KANDLER supposes that the fact that the larger (older) 
plaice of the 0--Gr. on the Oder Bank in 1934 had a higher ray figure 
than the smaller ones is due to a development of the former at  higher 
temperature and salinity (loc. cit. page 1 1 5 ) ~  KAXDLER shows in liis 
paper that there is a positive correlation between the length and the 
number of vertebrz in the 0-Gr., but as to the rays in the anal fin he 
writes: uDiese Beziehung zcvischen Korpergrosse und MTirbelzahl ist 
um so a~zffalliger, als eine ahnliche Beziehung zwischen Lange und 
Strahlenzal~l der Analflossen nicht bestehtcc. (loc. cit. page 113). 
It is thankless work to try and find the connection between the 
hydrographical conditions and the ))racial characters(( of the plaice as 
our knowledge of the hydrographical conditions is very limited, in 
particnlar the complicated conditions in the southern North Sea. 
Furthermore we know very little about what stage in the development 
of the plaice egg or larva is the most critical with regard to the influence 
of hydrograpllical factors on the final fixation of, f .  i., the number of 
anal fin rays. We do not even know the time for the spawning of those 
eggs which will dominate the new year-class. To suppose as a matter 
of course that this will coincide with the maximal spawning is hardly 
allowable. I t  is most probably the food conditions of the young larvz 
which decide whether a good or bad year-class of plaice shall result. 
The increase of the plancton in the spring must probably coincide 
with a great number of larvz at the very stage when they have to begin 
feeding if a good year-class shall be produced. If so, it would be the 
hydrographical conditions in which they grow up, which eventually 
would have to be made the object of a closer research. 
The investigation of the plaice population in the Trondheim Fjord 
shows that the number of anal fin rays and the number of vertebrz 
is subject to such great annual variations that it would be possible, 
by the aid of the ordinary criterions, to subsume the various year-classes 
under different local forms, even the two sexes of the same year-class. 
Of course this has nothing at  all to do with facts, but shows how neces- 
sary it is, first of all, to fix the limits between which the morphological 
characters vary as a consequence of variable environment factors before 
we dare subdivide the species plaice into different races. 
,4 most searching analysis of how the various milieu elements influ- 
ence the fixation of morphological characters is offered by SIGURD 
JOHXSES (18) in a short paper ))On tlze Variation of Fishes in Relatio~z 
to Environment((. 
JOHNSEN classifies the environment elements as follows: 
1. Those influencing the rate of metabolic processes (temperature, 
oxygen, hydrogen-ion concentration ancl other factors?) 
2. Those influencing the egg-size (density of the niedium). 
We must necessarily agree with JOHS. SCHMIDT that only accurate 
experiments can give definite insight into the complex of factors which 
probably cooperate in the fixation of the ))raci22 characters((. Thanks 
to GUNNAR OLLEFSEN'S discovery that the nauplius of A~temia salina 
afforcts food, well fitted for raising young fish, it now seems as if those 
problems which have been so much debated for more than hundred 
years, may at  last be iolved experimentally. 
AGE-DISTRIBUTION. 
In norking up our plaice material, the age has been determined 
by the aicl of the otoliths and the interoperculu~n. As to the younger 
iiiclivicluals, the otoliths may very vie11 be usecl, but HEIKCICES method 
to use the interopcrculum, is the best for olcler plaice. From the otoliths 
it is clifficult to discern the last year-rings with certainty in older fish. 
Using the interoperculum it  is easy to make out the last years, but often 
difficult do define the close of the first. By conlbining age-determinatioli 
by otolith and by interoperculum we may, in most cases, consicler the 
reading as I eliable. 
The result of the age-investigation of the material obtained in 1935- 
39 froni the >>Tronclheim Biological Stationcc are tabled below: 
Table 1.5. 
Year / Sex 
Age-distribution in Pro.izzlle, T.  B. S. 
Age in Years 
- - - -
3 1 4 ' 5 6  7 
- -- 
10 1 11 1 2  / 13 / 14 10 lde r /~o ta !  
-
- - - - - - - - a/% ___ -- 
I l l  I 
55, 7 827, 8' 4 15 15' 59' 4 4 - - 1 1 4 2 7 1  
- - 443 2 3  231 46 35,351 17 6 7  111 - 47 174 
-1 241' 431 638 23 14 9 5 29 - -1 - - I 446 
- I 84' 4 5 8 1  21' 18 "1 27' 145 22 4 7  6 ,  - I 512 
433 40 267 181 2141 
8 ,  2 147  12: 524 
1 203 640 16 7 2  13 41 8 237 18; lG5' - I - 40 644 258 13' 1 9  
-1 1 12  248, 30' 126 
The table shows thc age-distribution of the rnature fish, males and 
fenlales separately. Tlrc column ))Total({ (nurnber of individuals exami- 
ned ill the respective years) gives also the sex-proporti011 of the year. 
A graph of the figures (fig. 9) afforcls a clearer unclcrstanding. 
I t  will be seen how the 1930 year-class ctomi~lates the samples from 
1935 and 1936, furthcr that the 1925 year-class also must have been 
Fig. 9. Age-distribution of nature plaice in the Sundnes Area, 
Trondheim Fjord. 
very strong. The same was ostensibly the case with the 1923 year-class, 
while on the other hand the year-classes 1929, 1931 and 1933 were weak. 
The strong and the weak year-classes reappear in all the five years 
covered by  this research. This seems to indicate that the material is 
fairly representative of the mature part of the stock, and we may there- 
fore regard it as a fact that there are great variafio+zs in the strength oof 
!he year-classes in the Trondheim Fjord $laice. 
Pncide~zce oJ Se?cual iMaiz~rity in the Light of Age Afzalyses. 
The proportion betwcen the number of males and females varies 
much from one year to the next. By looking a t  the age-distribution, 
table 15, we shall fillel a reasonable explanation. The males assert 
thelnselves in the mature stock already when three years old, whereas 
the females only in perceptible numbers from their fourth year. Further 
it is very strange how much qulcker the number of males decrease than 
the females, the males seeming liable to a higher nlortality than the 
females. We shall come back to this below. 
The males appear in the mature stock at  an age of three. At four 
they are more strongly represented, ancl reach their nzaximum a t  five. 
,4t six their number is distinctly reduced, ancl decreases rapidly every 
year thereafter. 
The plaice in the Trondheim Fjord has, a t  an age of three years 
alreacly, to a great extent, passed the nlinimum measure of 27 cm. 
The year-classes in the  nature stock is tlierefore taxed by the fishery 
as well as by the natural mortality. And yet the llulnber of illclividuals 
of mature males increase5, relatively ancl actually from thc thircl to the 
flfth year. The stoclc receivcs a greater accessioll fro111 the ~rnmature males 
than what is necessary to counterbalance the losses. At an age of six the 
year-class has been recluced, ancl the reduction is Illore rapld in the seventh 
ancl eighth year. From this we can infer that the greafer $art o f  male $ laz~es  
29% Ilze T~o?zdhe2g~z Fiord aftazn nzaiz~rzly at a12 age of three to szx years. 
Whether the 7th year-class of males recelves contributions of imma- 
tures, callnot be clecicled in this way. There are, horneyer, a few immature 
6-years niales clurirlg spaniniiig tune In thls area. 
fenlalcs appear in the mature stock a i  4 years olcl anel increase 
In nur~lber untll thi.~r 6th year. Eveil at  an age of 7 ltlooks as if the 
colltributioli fro111 the immature stock almost counterbalances the losses. 
Tlze greater fiavt o f  the /en~ales $lazce 17% tlze T~ondhezllz I;jord atfazlz ma-  
f z ~ ~ ~ e l y  at a92 age of 4 to 7 years. 
Fronl theie data tile reason is clear why the sex ratio varies so much 
as the sanlples show. I t  1s a co~lseque~lcc of tlie variation of the sti-engtll 
of the year-classes, of the earlier incidence of maturity in the males and 
of their greater nior-tali ty. 
THE GROWTH OF THE PLAICE. 
Hardly any fish has been subjected to such diligent research with 
regard to growth as the plaice. In spite of the fact that is has been 
investigated by a number of .cvorkers in various countries, it has not 
been possible to ascertain its average growth. The difficulty lies in 
procuring a representative material. A. C. JOI-IAKSEN discovered that 
the larger individuals of one year-class of plaice will seek deeper water, 
while the more slow-growing will stay longer among the younger in 
shallower water. The same has also been pointed out by HEINCI<E (13). 
As late as in 1938 B~~CI<I\IANN and I<OTTHAUS (8) came to the following 
conclusion with regard to plaice from the Flemish Bay and the Ger~nan 
Bay : r)Trotz cler umfangreichen Untersuchungetz, die gerade bei diesen 
Fischen durchgefiihrt worden sind, ist es kaum m6glich das wahre clurclr- 
schnittliche Jiachstum in diesem Gebiet zu ermitteln((. 
First of all we will try to investigate if a similar segregation goes 
on within the plaice-stock in the Trondheim Fjorcl. 
The map fig. 10 gives an impression of the aspect and depth-concli- 
tions of the Borgen Fjord. The fjord is a branch of the Trondheim 
Fjord. I t  has a comparatively sn~ooth bottorn, covered with clay and 
~rzud with a rich bottom-fauna (NORDGARD 23). I t  is just outside this 
branch-fjord, off Sundness, in a depth of 20-10 1-12, that the plaice 
is caught, by a Danish seine, every year to be usecl in the hatchery of 
wTrondheim Biological Stationcc. Therefore it was of some interest to 
get samples from the Borgen Fjord for comparison. On the 28. Feb. 
1935 183 plaice were taken off Rolshavn in a depth of 20 nz. On the 
9. April the same year 128 plaices were caught off Korsen in a depth 
of about 10 In. These sanzples were caught by the same Danish seine 
usecl in catching hatchery plaice off Sundnes. 
The sex-composition of these samples is sllown in table 16. 
The females dominate the samples taken in the Borgen Fjord, 
whereas the males are more numerous off Sundnes. At the same time 
it is seen that practically all individuals off Icorsen are immature, off 
Rolshavn 87,4 0/, of the females are immature, while off Sundnes the 
Fig. 10. Depths of the Borgetl ITjorct and Sullclncs Area 
immatures make up 30,7 O/b. As to the males only 1 O/, of the total are 
immature oif Sundnes. 
The age-distribution is shown in table 17. 
The samples from I<orsen ancl Rolshavn are completely dominated 
by the 5 years' indivicluals, i. e. the 1930 year-class. Off Korsen also 
those of 3 years are well represented. The great differe~lce found in the 
sex-composition of the samples is due to the 1930 year class, which 
alone shows the following sex-composition: 
The females ancl also the immature of both sexes constitute a 
considerably higher percentage in the Borgen Fjord than outside, off 
Su~ldnes. This serves to verify that the males attain maturity at an 
Table 16. Sex-composition. 
1 I Percentage 1 Percentage 1 Percentage of 1znmature -- of 66 of $ 9  I -- 
I-- 
66 $ ?  
I I - I 
Icorsen . . . . . . 129 1 34.3 1 65.7 93.2 97,7 
R o s a  . . . . / 1 14,' 85,s 53,s 87,4 
Sundnes . . . . . . 51,G / 4S,4 1 1,0 30,7 
Table 17. Age-distribution in O/, 1935. 
Icorsen . . . . 
Rolshavn . . 
Sund~les . . 
Table 18. Sex-conzpositon of tlze 1930 17ear-class. 
Locality I Total 1 d s  Immature Individuals in '1, 
d " 6 1 P P -  
I 
earlier age than the females, and suggests an em~nigration of rrlature 
individuals from the Borgen Fjord. 
The size-distribution of the 5 years old plaice in the three samples 
is shown in fig. 11. For the sake of cornparison the distribution in all 
samples have been reduced to % after being smoothed according to 
the formula b = (a + 2b + c) 1 4, the letters a, b and c representing 
the number of individuals in three consecutive cm-groups. All indi- 
viduals in the sample, measuring 29,s to 30,4 cm are included in the 
30 cm-group. The 31 cm-group contains those from 30,5 to 31,4 cm a.s.f. 
Off Icorsen the inclividuals of the 1930 year-class are the smallest. 
Off Rolshavn they are medium-sized and the biggest off Sundness. 
A computation of the average lengths gave as a result (the standard 
error multiplied by 31, 
Table 19. 
Average Lengtlz in c m  of the 1930 Year-class, with Standard Error. 
As will be seen a considerable difference in size exists between males 
and females, but there is also difference within the same sex from the 
various localities. A segregaiio~z i s  takigzg place, ru the larger iniiivid~ruls 
of a year-class are fo be Joz~nd in deeper zmter than the sntalletr. 
\4'e might explain the slight growth off ICor-sen, as an  effect of 
over-population, like what has been observed along the Jutland coast. 
I t  is, however, difficult to accept such an explanation, consiclering the 
short distance we have to do with and realizing that the whole area in 
which the three localities are situated, make up one undivided plaice- 
ground. 
Conlpletely parallel conditioils are founcl in the Tana Fjorcl in Fin- 
mark. At the mouth of the river Tana there is a basin called Leirpollen. 
This communicates with the main fjord through a narrow channel. 
Samples have been captured in the Leirpollen, in the channel itself 
and on the banks outside. The length-distribution in these samples 
and in those from Korse11, Rolshavn and Sundnes is shown on fig. 12. 
'I'here are many such localities among tile Norwegian skerries, in bays 
ancl coves and small fjords with sandy shores where the plaice grows 
up, ancl frorn where it afterwards emigrates to recruit the fishing grounds. 
An excellent illustration of these conditions is founcl in BJERIIAYS 
inarking experiment on the Tana banks (6). Young plaices were marked 
ancI afterwards recapturecl a t  different localities in the fjord ancl eve11 
talien in  trawl-catches off the coast of Finmark. 
Samples talten at  a certain depth from a plaice-ground may therefore 
give a colnpletely wrong picture of the stock in the area. To take three 
localities so near each other as Korsen, Ro1sl:avn and Surldnes we 
find difference both with regard to size, growth, sex-proportion, inci- 
dence of maturity and age-composition. None of the samples would 
give a correct idea of the stock of plaice in the area as a wl~ole. If we 
should want to form an approximately correct conceptiol< of the stock, 
samples had to be collected from a nu~nber of localities within the area, 
and the various samples had to be consiclered in proportion to the 
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Fig. 11. Length-clistributio of 5 year-old plaice 
fro111 various lokalities in the Trondheinl fjord. 
actual number of plaice in existence at  these localities. As far a.; our 
present knowledge goes, such weighting is well-nigh impossible. 
Along the Norwegian coast with its most diverse depth-conditions, 
it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to procure representative 
samples for a fairly accurate characterization of the growth of the 
plaice. The values found according to usual methods can only be rough 
approximations. But we will compute the average length oi the different 
year-classes in the mature stock. On account of the great variation 
T R O N b i i E l m  FJORb TANA FJORCI 
Yo r2 % D  
100 
CHANNEL INTO LERPOLLEN 
Fig. 12. Length-distribution of plaice a t  increasing distance from 
the nursery grounds (ECorsen, resp. Lerpollel~). , 
in the strength of the year-classes, the material is only sufficient to 
provide fairly good mean values of some of the year-classes represented. 
The greater part of the material from 1937hacl been salted, and lneasurings 
before salting repeated after one month in salt shows a contraction 
of about 1 cni. Therefore, the greater part of 1937 material must be 
left out of account. In the table below are entered the values for the 
different year-clacses according to computations in 1935-39. 
Table 20. 
Az~erage Length of Males, Sz~ndnes, Trondhei-m Fjord. 
- 44 - 
















The figures in the column );35-39~ show the average length of 
the different year-classes, based on the material collected in the course 
of 5 years. The samples were taken in February ancl the figures are 
therefore supposed to represent the average lengths of mature indivi- 
duals of the respective year-classes, the last years growth being finished. 
Fig. 13 shows the growth. I11 spite of the comparatively great number 
from which the meas1 values have been computed, they clo not give 
a smooth growth-curve. The reason is that there has been an important 
change in the growth during the period covered by the investigation. 
The growth of the fesnale plaice of the two strong year-classes 1925 
ancl 1930 was founcl to have talcen place a t  the following rate: 
Table 22. Anlzztal Gromth of Plaice, Szcfzdnes, Trogzdheint Fjord. 
Yeas of Life Yeas-Class 1930 Year of Life Year-Class 1925 Calendar I Cm cm 
- - -  I ----- L I I- , I y e a s  
The growth increases svith progressive age in both year-classes, 
as distinct froin what has becn generally experienced in plaice and 
other fish. The inlproved growth in 1938 may also be unclerstood from 
fig. 14 which shows the average lengths of the male.,, computed fro111 
Age in year  
Fig. 13. 
Plaice Trondheim Fjbrd 
Averoge Length Sa" 
- 7938 
-- - 19 35 
Aqe in year 
Fig. 14. 
the 1935 and 1938 material. All values from 1938 lie above the corresporr- 
ding values fro111 1935. In  1939 smaller increments were again observed. 
The explanation of this matter is an improvement of the growth- 
conditions for the plaice in the Trondheini Fjord during the period 
1935-38. In september 1934 some Sunnm~re  fishermen discovered 
a number of grounds suitable for the Danish seine. Previously, fishing 
for plaice in the fjord had been carried on mainly with gill-nets. The 
modern Danish seine being practically unknown in the fjord. In  the 
autumn and winter 1934-35 110 less t lmi  40 Danish-seinesmacks fi-om 
other parts of the country took part in i11e plaice- and haddock-fishery. 
The fisliermen of the fjord soon learnt the new methods, so that in spring 
1935 already, there were 20 Danish-seine-imacks belonging to local 
fishermen. I t  may therefore be possible that intense fishing has thinned 
the stock and thus caused better food conditions for the remainder. 
The natural fluctuations in the plaice population may also be a concur- 
rent cause. The 1931 and 1933 year-classes were very weak ones, ancl 
even that of 1932 is poor, compared to the 1930 and 1925 year-classes. 
In 1934 and 1935, on the other hand, we have strong year-classes again, 
and these begin from 1938 to assert their rights on the feeding-grounds 
of the mature population, and this may therefore be one of the causes 
that the growth decreases again from this year. 
I t  is worth notice, however, that ROLLEFSEN (28) finds a general 
increase in the growth of the cod in the same years, it may thus be 
possible that it is not a local feature only, but may be connected with 
the general rise of temperature founcl in the wliole of the northern 
area in this period. We will come back to this question later. 
A comparison between the average lengths of the various age- 
groups from the Troilclheini Fjord and the plaice is0111 other localities 
cannot be surnmarily rnade as the plaice were caught on the spawning- 
grouncl just before spawning time. The youngeit age-groups of the 
mature plaice therefore represent a selection of the most fast-growing 
within the respective year-classes. The average size of the 3-6 years 
groups are probable to high. 
A. C. JOHAKSES (17) states the following values for tlie average 
length of the plaice in the Belt waters, basecl on lncasureinents illzlcle 
by himself ancl REIBISCH (table 23). 
These values are basecl on measurement5 made in the comse of 
September, ancl yet we see that tlie highest values found within ihat  
area, lie well below the correspondmg average from the 'Trondhei~~~ 
Fjord. 
HEINCIE ancl B~crc~rilnrx (13) state that the lengths of the 5-group, 
measured in September off Heligoland, given in table 24. 
Table 23. Average Le?zgtlz in yvzflz of Plaice in the Belt Waters. 
- 
A 
Southern Ent r .  
t o  Little Belt. 
Icadet Channel. 
Table 24. Average Levtgth in mm, Heligoland. 
Septevzber. 5-group. 
year I d d m m  I ~ ~ m m  
The highest vaIues 1905106 lies 6 and 7 crn respc. below the average 
length of the plaice in the Trolidheim Fjorcl of the same age-group. 
A. VEDEL TANING (32) quotes the length of tl-re various age-groups 
in Icelanclic waters a t  a depth of 20-50 m, nieasured in June-August. 
Table 25. Average Length in cqrz of Plaice in Icelandic Waters. 
Age-group I S.  Iceland F a r a  Bay N Icelznd E Iceland 
I 
T ~ K I K G S  values are average length of niaies and fe~llales together. 
He describes the values from S. Icelancl as the highest ever observed 
till then. We see that the growth of the plaice in the Tronclbeim Fjord 
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Fig. 15. Average temperature of seawater a t  4 m 
during 1936-40 and in 1938. 
Apart froin the considerable better growth found in the Trondheim 
Fjord plaice, there are important features common to A. C. JOHANSEN'S 
results and those arrived at on material from the Trondheim Fjord: 
1. There is a considerable difference in growth between males 
and females. 
2. The decrease in number of males is more rapid than the decrease 
of females, so that the material, as to the older age groups, is insufficient 
for settling the average length of the males. 
3.  After a very rapid growth in the first years, there is a considerable 
reduction in the growth-rate during the years when sexual maturity 
sets in, afterwards the growth-rate decrease slightly with age. 
According to TAKING'S tables the conditions in Icelandic waters, 
apart from N. Iceland, are con~pletely different with regard to the two 
first points, the males being practically of the same size as the females 
within the same age-group, and quite as numerous, the '?-group containing 
521 males to 476 females. 
Now, JOHANSEK'S and REIBISCH'S measurements were made 
early in this century when the plaice fishery in the Belt Sea to a great 
extent was carried out with gill-nets. The same is still the case in the 
Sundnes area in the Trondheim Fjord, - commercial fishery with 
Danish seine being prohibited except for catching parent fish for the 
T. B. S. hatchery. The gill-nets probably take an unequal toll from the 
two sexes. The meshes of the nets is namely calculated mainly to catch 
plaice of 30-40 cm length and as the females use considerably less 
time in passing through these dangerous size-limits tllan the ~iiales, 
this may explain why males of olcier age-groups now are relatively 
so rare in tlie samples from the Sundnes region, ant1 in the Belt Sea 
35 years ago. 1x1 Icelandic waters, on the other hanci, it is Danish seine 
and trawl which mainly are in use, and these implements catch plaice 
without selection in point of size over 30 cm. Why the nlale plaice in 
Icelanclic water apparently, according to TKKIXGS tables, grow as fast 
as the females, is Inore difficult to explain. 
The samples collectecl from other localities in Norwegian waters 
are few and therefore insufficient for computing the growth. Nevertheless 
we shall quote some data: 
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The number of individuals upon which the average length is based, 
has been entered in ( ), maIes ancI females taken together. The course 
of the values permit us to for111 an opinion as to the growth: 
The S@r@y-grouncls show a very high average length of 6 years' and 
older inciividuali. This is renlarkablc when we bear in mind the low tem- 
perature in wl-ilch the plaice of these waters live. The fig. 15 (furnished by 
dr. EGGVIN) shows the temperature at Revsbotn, a little E of the place 
where the sample was collected. The unbrolten line shows the medium 
temperature in 4 m depth based on terrnograph observations throughout 
the years 1936-40. The clotted line shows tile same for 1938, the warmest 
year ever recorded. The temperature in 4 m depth selcioln exceeds 10" C. 
normally being above 9" during olre month of the year only. Deeper 
down the annual a~liplitucle is smaller and the lnasimum temperature 
lower. According to AGE J. C. JENSEX (35) the growth of the plaice 
in Danish waters is fairly proportional to the temperature up to about 
15" C. Consequently, we should expect to find a bad growth along 
the Finmarli coast. As shown by BJERICAN (6) the sand-eel (Amwzodytes) 
is the chief food for a great portion of tlie plaice in N. Norwegian waters. 
-- -- 
'L'igra near 
Alesund . . . . . . . . 
Beitstad Fjord. . 
Tro~ldheim Fj. . . 
S m ~ y  in
Finlnarlr . . . . . . . . 
Leirpollen in 
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Sancl-eels may appear in eriormous shoals along the Finmark coast, 
and plaice captured under such conditions, are choke-full of them. 
This may be the cause of the good growth, but otherwise it is a common 
feature found in most species of fish that  the best growth is found in 
those indivicluals which live in coxnparatively warm water the first 
years, but these will attain maturity a t  an earlier age, and after maturity 
the growth decreases. Those living farther north attain maturity at  
a later age, thus keeping their relatively good growth longer. The pla,ice 
along the Finmark coast remain in the immature stage 2-4 years 
longer than f .  inst. the plaice in Danish waters. The main cause of tlie 
higher average length in older year-classes in Icelanclic ancl h'orwegian 
waters may probably be found in this circu~nstance. 
The bad growth whicl-i the valnes from the Leirpollen imply, nlay 
bc connected .with the fact that this cove is a typical nursery grouncl, 
where the segregation 111ust lead to a consiclerably s ~ n a  ller difference 
between the average lengths of two consecutive year-classes, than the 
actual growth of the plaice in the cove, as fou~lcl if the emigrated 
individuals coulcl be includecl in the sample. 
A new MztJzod i ~ z  ComPzrting the Growth o/ the Plaice. 
In spite of the comparatively rich material, collected every year 
in the Tronilbeini Fjorct, only the strongest year-classes are sufficiently 
numerous to enable a fairly accurate determination of the average 
length of the year-classes. If a methocl of computing the growth might 
be found, similar to that applied to the herring, the progress would have 
been better. 
AGE J. C. JENSEN (15) introduces such a method in trying to compute 
the growth of the plaice from the width of the zones in the otoliths. 
The method is most interesting, but, as JENSEN points out, there is 
no direct proportionality between the growth of the otolith and of the 
fish, and the computation of the length of the fish in its different years 
of life therefore is difficult. The performing of homogeneous measure- 
ments of the otoliths is also attended with tecnical difficulties. 
The scales of the plaice are small and, in the case of older inrlividuals, 
unsuitable for the determination of age, and consequently not to be 
used in the same way as the herring-scale. 
The interoperculum, on the other hand, will serve our purpose 
better. The object is relatively large, and the winter-rings are generally 
discernible as distinct lines. The first year may be difficult to ascertain, 
but the later years are easily distinguished in most cases. 
The photograph plate 1 shows an enlarged picture of the right inter- 
opercnlunr of a 5-years' olci plaice about 35 en1 long. Sinrilar photograpl~s 
are easily made by using the interoperculum itself as nnegativecc in a 
projection apparatus. I t  is best to clear up the object in acetone, so 
that the lines, showing the limits of annual grovi-th, are well 
It is difficult to fix the growth-center, but a very characteristic 
bend will be secir where the letters a,, b,, c,, cl, aacl a,, b,, c, d, are 
inscribed. Generally the ciistances a,-a,, b,--b, etc. are easily measured. 
If we aclopt the same terms as those used in the case of the herring- 
scale, designating tlre distance a,-a, by v,, b,-b, by v, etc. we shall 
arrive at  the following proportion (proviclecl that proportionality exists 
between these lengths anel the length of the plaice in the respective years) : 
The inctex n indicates the year for which sve will conzpute the 
length, 1, is the length in this year, L indicates tlre nieasurecl le~lgtlr 
of the plaice, and V corresponds to the distance dl-d, in our photograph, 
v,, is the corresponding distance on the interoperculum in the year 
in question. 
The condition of finding the actual length of the plaice in the year 
we compute, is that proportionality really exists. For the purpose of 
ascertaining this, tlre distance dl-d, has been rneasurecl on a great 
nuniber of plaices from the TI-ondhei~n Fjorcl, and the result are entered 
below in the table. 
Table 27. Tota l  lengflz of Plaice  a n d  S i z z  of Intevopevcztlz~nz. 
1 I; in I I I I ~  . . . . . .  
' ' Number . . . . . . . .  
Fig. 17. Correlatio~l betveen total length (L) and 
length of interoperculum (V). 
The figures in the table were arrived a t  in the following way: Males 
and females were grouped separately according to the size of interoper- 
culum in intervals of 1 mni, and the average total length of each group 
was con~puted, and entered together with the number of specimens in 
each group. 
Fig. 17 illustrates the result. We see that the values are grouped 
as nicely as coulcl be expected along two straight lines. The interoper- 
culum of the females is a bit larger than that of the males, botlz sext;s 
showing a l inear proportion befwee9.t the size of , i~a tevopevcz~ lzr~  a n d  the 
total length zoithin the range considered. 
The measurement of the interopercula was made by placing it over 
a strip of mm-paper. As seen from the table 1 nim in V corresponds 
to 1 em in L, the accuracy iri measuring of V thus being somewhat less 
than the accuracy in the measuring of L. By using simple magnifying 
apparatus, with a magnifying power of 10, we  ill be able to measure 
V with a t  least the same accuracy as L. 
The method looks very promising, but should be subjected to 
much closer trial before its efficiency can be definitely decided. 
THE SPAWNING ZONES O F  THE PLAICE. 
During his work OIZ the age-determination of cod (Gadus callarias) 
by the aid of otoliths, G u r s i l ~  ROLLEFSEX (1932) cliscovered that the 
zones in the otholiths from a certain year change in appearance. The 
opaque belts which in the first years make up the greater part of the 
growth of the otolith, change into narrow sharply defined zones, and 
the continued growth of the otliths is mainly seen in the hyaline belts. 
From this ROLLEFSEN inferred that a change had taken part in 
thk life of the cod, revealing itself in this way. He suggested that the 
change was caused by the onset of sexual maturity. Through investi- 
gations of a great number of otoliths and ascertainnlent of the date, 
when the change took place in each of them, ROLLEFSEN succeeded in 
pointing out a series of facts in support of this inference. 
ROLLEFSEN terms the changed outer zones in the otoliths ))Spawning 
Zonescc. By counting these it is presumably ascertained how many 
times each individual skrei has spawned and, the age known, i t  will, 
in all probability be possible to ascertain the age a t  maturity. 
I t  proves to be very easy to see similar changes in the otoliths of 
the Pleztronectids, and even more suitable for the purpose is the interoper- 
culunl. A. C. JOHANSEN (1912) is fully alive to the fact that we can 
generally ascertain the onset of sexual maturity by the aid of otoliths 
in Pleuronectes platessa L i n .  In his paper aOm Rmdspetten og Rmdspette- 
fiskeriet i Beltefarvandetci page 25, JOHANSEN writes as follows (here 
quoted in Engl. translation) : )>When we see that the rings, from a certain 
point in the otolith, become distinctly narrower than the earlier rings, 
then we have, as a rule, an indication of the age at which the plaice 
attain maturity, for after the occurrence of maturity, the growth-rate 
declines very much. The great decline in the growth-rate, will, in some 
cases begin in the first period of growth already, before the attainment 
of maturity, in other cases only after maturitytc. 
0. NORDGBRD (1913) writes in his paper: ))Beretning om utltlzkning 
av guldflyndrecc (23) page 84, ))After the fourth ring (of interoperculum), 
the year-rings, as a rule, were lying close to each other. After spawning 
has begun the growth decliiies, wl~ich. was to be expected((. N O K D G ~ R L >  
consequently has been aware of the fact that the occurrence of spawning 
could be ascertained by the aid of the interoperculurn. 
I t  is, however, ROLLEFSEN'S discovery of the spawning zones 
in the skrei-otoliths and his recognition of the statistical value of the 
discovery, which has opened prospects of a far closer research into the 
biology and fluctuations of sexual mature fish popul, a t '  loris. 
I n  the material here investigated, otoliths as well as interoperculum, 
were used. To make such investigations much training is necessary, 
(as also is the case of age-cletermination) to attain assurance in the 
work. In the case of some individuals it is not possible to state safely 
the change after a certain age. Such individuals have been left out sf 
account. This amounts, however, to a few percent only of the whole 
material. 
As mentioned by JOHANSEN, the decline in growth does not always 
coincide with the first spawning, but niay occur in tlie growth-period 
before spawning. This is what is called by ROLLEFSEN )>preamble of 
spawning((, h plausible explanation of the fact that a decli11e in growth 
- when part of the power of growth is transferred to the development 
of the gonads -- cannot always be traced, is that the plaice may have 
sought deeper water and have arrived into an environment conditioning 
a more rapid growth. The potential growth is reduced at  the onset of 
scxual maturity, but the actual growth may not necessarily decrease, 
it :nay even increase, as we shall see below. 
By the aid of a few pictrrres we shall try to show the appearance of 
the spawning zones on the interopercul~irn of tile plaice. 
The above sketch is a direct copy of HEINCI~ES illustration to  
show the difference in growth in plaice fro111 the North Sea and from 
the Baltic. A shows the interoperculum of a 21 cm long male plaice from 
the North Sea, and I3 the same of a 21 cm long female plaice from the 
Baltic. The drawing has been used by Inany authors to denlonstrate the 
difference in growth in these two areas, thus also in )>Depths of the Ocean(( 
by B ~ U R R A Y  and HJORT, As an object of demonstration to show dif- 
ference in growth, it is, however not very lucky, for A is a drawing of 
the right interoperculnm, ancl 13 of the left. (The right interoperculurn 
always grows quicker than the left in the saine individual). But the 
drawings are good illustrations of the interopercu1v.m of a 3 years' old 
male which has not yet spawned or is in spawn for the first time, and 
of a 6 years' female which reached sexual maturity at  an age of 3 years. 
By a closer scrutiny of the appearance of the winter-rings on the 
interoperculum, we shall discover that generally an important difference 
sets in from a certain year. The first rings are not particularly distinct, 
A B 
Fig 1s. 
A. I~l terope~c~~lnrn  of Sorth Sca place 
B. Interoperculum of Baltic plalce. 
(After Hemc1rc.j 
but fro~il  a certain year the winter-rings becorrie very proiiiinent anci 
broader. The first rings show a gradual transition f ro~n the winter-rings 
to the new growth, while from a certain year the limit of the winter- 
rings appear as distinct lines. 
The photograpli, plate 2, fig. 19, shows a portion of the interoper- 
culum of a female plaice, 63 cm long, liilled 2014 1936 a t  Tronclheim Bio- 
logical 'station. I t  has reached an  age of 21 years; the two first years are 
not discernible on the photograph. We can see that  the third and fourth 
zone of stagnation are narrow and not very prominent. From the 
fifth, on the other hand, they become moue distinct and considerably 
broacler. By comparing this change in appearance of the winter-rings 
with the otolitiis this change is coiliciclent with the occurrence of the 
spawning zones in the otolitl-rs. In  this case the plaice is believed to 
have begun spa~vrring a t  an age of 5. Piere we see a corlsiderable decrease 
in growth after the change in appearence of the winter-rings has occurred, 
but  no )).preamble of spawning(!. 
The photograpli, plat? 3, Fig. 20, sliows the interoperculum of a female 
plaice, I1 years old, ltillecl after spawning 27,'4 1936 a t  T.  B. S. I t  measured 
51 cm. IVe see the broacler and heavier winter-rings Sron?. the 6th year. 
The growth is consiclerahly slo.csrer fro111 its 5th year of life, and this may 
be taken as a nprearnble of spawning((. The change itself fn the appearance 
of the stagnation-zones stands out more distinctly orz the object itself 
when seen througll a binocular wliere the picture has nzore depth. 
Plate 4, fig. 21, sllows the photograpli of the interoperculum of a 
l0years' female plaice, 49 cin, (291.1 1935 T. B. S.). I t  is supposed to have 
attainecl maturity a t  an  age of 6. Here no ))preamble of spawning(! is ob- 
served, on the contrary, the growth in its 6th year seems to Iiave been 
better than in the 4th and 5th. The winter-rings from the 6th year show 
most distinctly a changed appearance below the figures 6, 7 etc. The 
win.ter-rings, besides being broader than the earlier ones, are te r~ni~ia ted  
by  a marked Iine. 
Plate 4, fig. 22, shows the iriteroperzulum of a female plaice which 
had not spawned in the season 1935, as could be seen fro111 the ovary. 
I t  was captured a t  the plaice-grouncl off Levanger in theTrorldlrei1nFjord 
2115 1935, a t  an age of 5 years. No spawning zones can be seen. Another 
interesting thing about this photograpll is that it shows the commence- 
ment of a new growth. By examining the gonads of the plaice caught 
between May 20th and 27th 1935 at  various localities in the Trondheim 
Fjord, it was easy to clecide which of them had spawned during the season. 
In  those which had spawned, the interoperculum is bordered by a marked 
winter-ring, whereas still immature individuals distinctly show the 
commencement of a new growth. We may therefore presume that 
ifnnnzatz,~re $laice begin tlze new growth at a n  earlier date in spring than 
the mature individuals. 
I t  is easy enough to choose a number of interopercula from the 
rich material which has now been collected, and show a series of photo- 
graphs on which the ))spawning zonescc will sl~o\ni as plainly as on the 
fig. 1.9, but such an demonstration of model objects tvould not afford 
any evidence that the change in the appearance of the zones is actually 
caused by the onset of sexual maturity. By means of the pictures here 
reproducecl we hope to have conveyed a notion of the different types 
which most frequently occur in the Trondheim Fjord, and to have 
shown the actual appearance of the change. Now we shall proceed to 
show how the material arranges itself when classifiecl with regarci to no. 
of ))spawning zonestc. 
THEORETICAL TREATMENT 
I n  a few papers (5-7) GUNNAR OLLEFSEN has described a method 
by svhich, it is claimed, the relative strength and age-composition of 
the stock of tlle skrei (Gadus callarins) can be foretold. M. GI~AI~AM (11) 
has critisizecl the inethod expressing his clo~zbt whether it be theoretical 
allowable. Before we proceed to handle the plaice material according 
to ROLLEFSENS methods, we shall investigate the nlatheniatical basis 
of the theory. 
We shall imagine a stock of fish within a limited area where the 
stock can receive no contributions, ancl no individuals can emigrate 
from the stock. I t  is assunied that we know the age of every individual 
in the stock and the age at  the first spawning, which occurs a t  the 
earliest at  an age of 3 years, a t  the latest at  an age of 6 years. Then we 
can t a b ~ ~ l a t e  all adult indivicluals of the stock in a certain year, p, in 
one of KOLLEFSEN'S ))spawning schernescc as follows: 
All individuals which have attain maturity at  an age of 3, are here 
indicated by the letter C, and the index added shows the age of the 
indivitluals in the year p. In the same way the letter D indicates those 
which have attain lllaturity at  an age of 4, E at  an age of 5 etc. 
The wtatz~re Stock in the Year  p. 
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Consequently, accordi~ig to ROLLEFSEN'S ciefinitioni: 
C,+C,+C,+C,+C,+. . . . .  .+C,, = (C conititute spawni~ig-group 1. 
D4+D,+D,+D,+ . . . . . . . .  +D, = Z D -))- 2. 
E6+E,+E,+ . . . . . . . . . . .  .{-En Z E ---))A 3. 
F,+F,+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .+F,, = T F -r)-- 4. 
Further, all iilclividuals which have attain maturity in the same 
calendar year: 
C, + D4 + E, + F, = S, coiistitute spawning-class 1. 
C, + lI5 + EG + F7 = S2 -))- 2. 
C, + I), + E, -t F8 - S3 -)>- 3. 
etc. etc. 
I t  is assumed that tlie anortality in tlie course of tlie year i5 the 
same iii all year-classes. 
If the mortality is called d, then 
where c is the coefficient of renianence. 
After one year the stocli will be composecl of: 
The ~ n a l ~ t r e  Stock I'IZ the Y e a r  (9 f /). 
Age a t  First Spa~~~i i lg  
- ~ ~ ~ ~p 
3 I 5 5 I G 
-- - ~--. 
I I I 
Consequently we can, by the aid of the coefficient of renianence 
ro~npute all coniponents of tlie niature stock, ~vitls the exception of 
spawning-class 1, i. e. the individuals which have attai~led maturity 
during the year p to (p + 1). In our scheme for the year (p + 1) these 
are indicated by C,, D,, E,  and F,  
XOJ~LEFSEN has shown that, maturity in the case of the cod, seems 
to occur according to a definite rule, namely that a certain numerical 
proportion exists between the nunlber of individuals of a year-class 
which attain maturity a t  a certain age, and tliose of the same year:- 
class, which attained maturity the year before. 
In  the case of our theoretical stock we can express this so: 
From the spawning scheme in the year fi we call compute I,,,, 
jbI4 a11d js l ,  and xvitli that we have the ~i-~earxs at our cliiposcti to colnputc 
D,, E,  and F,. 
These ~vill be: D, - I,,, 7 C,, E, == j j I d  7 D4 and F,  =- j G i j  r- E5. 
In other worcls from the nlature stock in the year $ we can colnpute 
all componetlts in the year ( p  $ I) with the exception of C,. 
In such species of fish where a year-class successirely attains niaturity 
in the course of some years, the component C ,  will be small coniparecl 
to tlze entire stock of niature animals, and the error made by assuming 
it eqtral to tile coniponent of a year-class of normal strength will generally 
be insignificant. If we ill our research of the illlmature stock beforehancl 
linew the strength of the still immature year-classes we shall also be 
fairly sai'e in estimating the value of C,. 
Till noxv we have clealt with a theoi-etical stock where all colllponents 
are known. In  nature 120 means are available to ascertain this, but i f  
we can procure a really representative sample of the niature stock, 
then the proportion between the components of the sample ( c, el, e and f )  
will be the saiiie as the actual proportion between the components of 
the whole nlature stock (C, D, E and F). 
If the total nunlber of the mature stock in the year p is called Tp ,  
then the actual number can be tabulated as follows: 
- 60 - 
The ~ W a t u r e  Stock ilz the Y e a r  p .  
Here is z c + ~ d + ~ e + 2 ' / = l 1 .  
cannot be determined, but all the other factors we can determine 
from a representative sample of the stock in the year. 
Provided that the mortality is constant in all year-classes, and that 
maturity occurs according to a definite rule, then the whole mature 
stock in the year ( p  + 1) can be tabulated as follows: 
Total Age a t  First Spawning 
-  --  - 
Age /I 3 I 5 I 6 
T h e  Mat twe  Stock in the Y e a r  (9 + I ) .  
Total I Age at First Spawning --  - Age 
- 
I 6 3 I _ 4 5 1










Consequently we can express the mature stock in the year p 
Tp = T ,  ( S c + r d + 2 e + S j )  
as ( 2 c + E d + Z e + x f ) = l  
I Tpcs i 
TP c* I TP (34 I 
Tpc5 I Tpd, 
I 
Tp C6 1 Tp 4 
-- 
I 
Tp e5 I 
I 
TP e6 Tp fG 
a1lc1 in the year (p + I 1  
T 4- rF,/ ) + c (Ec + Slir 4- Z E  + - J )  T,+, = + ' (c,faij + ll,fj/* 3 615 
= T ,  [%a+- = (c,f,,, 4- li,f,,, i e,f, 5) i c l  
The proportion between the stock of the year p and ( p  + 1): 
Tlle unknown total number (T, ) of which the stock consists in the 
year 9, is a factor in the nume:ator as xiell as in the clenominator, and 
can be left out Co~zseyz~en t ly  we may, fro7~z the relatzve ntivzber z n  ozlr 
spawnzng  srlle.r~ze of the year 9, cowz$~ite Zhe a g e - c o ? i ~ ~ o s ~ t ~ o ~ z  a n d  the relatzve 
zqzcrease ov decrzase of the nzature stock zqz the yeav ( p  + I ) ,  9rouzded that  
iae possess a representative sample of the stock z n  the yeav 9, a n d  that w e  
k n o w  the fnovtalzty and  the pvoportzo?z of each year-class atfazlz7itg vvtafz6vztv 
i n  each year ~f zts Zzje. 
The best method for computing the mortality of the mature portion 
of the plaice stock in the Tronclheim Fjord, is that  which EINAR LEA 
has developed with regard to the Norwegian herring-stock. LEA 
shows (20) that  the proportion of the stock, which s u r v i ~ ~ e s  from one 
spawning-seasorz to the next, may be computed from material collected 
through a series of years, by means of the formula: 
(b, + c, + d, 4- . . . . +n,)+( b a + c S + d 3 + . . . . . + n S ) + . . . . . ~  
c =  - - 
( a ~ + b , +  c , f  . . ~ . . t n ~ , ) + ( a , - ~ - b , +  c , . . . . . + ~ n , ) ;  . . . . .  + 
+ (b, + C, -k d, + . . . . .  + n,)  
-- .- - -- 
i- (a,-l + b,-l + C,-L + . . . . .  -i- mS4) (1) 
Here is a,, b,, c,,. . . . . . . . n, in LEA'S terlninology the proportion. 
which the 7 years' lzerring made up of the samples in the series of years 
A to N. 
a,, b, c,,. . . . . . . . n, denote the proportion which made up by  the 
8 years' herring in the san~ples from the series of year A to LV. 
a,, b,, c,, . . . . . . . . il, denote the proportion made up in the sample5 
from the respective years A to  N by the oldest year-class represented 
in the material. 
Instead of using the proportion which each year-class makes up ill 
the samples from the respective years, there are no theoretical objections 
in using the proportion made up by the different spawning-classes in 
the samples from the diffei-ent years. I t  is a great advantage to treat 
spawning-classes instead of year-classes, For LEA shows that it is neces- 
sary to exclude from the computatio~l the year-classes which still receive 
contributions from the immature stock. As to the plaice from the Trond- 
heim Fjorcl this lxeans that we shoulcl have to exclude the males of all 
year classes younger than 7, ancl the feniales of all year-classes younger 
than 8 years, i. e. the most important part of the material. If, however, 
the proportion of the sanlples made up by the respective spawning- 
classes is made the basis of calculation, then each spawning-class consti- 
tutes a definite biological unit, ~vhich receives 110 rnore contributions 
from the immature stock, and consequently the entire material of 
mature individuals can be includecl in the computation. 
The meaning of the different syinbols in LEA'S forinula, wheil the 
spawning-classes are used as a basis of computation is as follows: 
a,, b,, c,, . . . . . . . . n, express the proportion made up by the first 
time spawners of the samples in the respective years A to  N. 
a,, b,, c,, . . . . . . . . . .n, express the proportion which secontl-time 
spawners make up of the samples in the respective years A to 1V etc. 
LEA also shows that the proportion of a year-class surviving the 
period from one spawning season to the next, can be computed by means 
of the formula: 
The fornlula expresses the proportion of the 7 years' herring svhicll 
will return to the spawning grounds as 8 years' indivicluals in the series 
of years A to N.  In our case it expresses the proportion of the first-time- 
spawners returning to the spawning grounds as secondtime-spawners. 
The formula (1) and (2) for coniputing the coefficient of remanence 
can only be used on the assu~nption that the mortality is constant in the 
series in question, and further, that it is the same in all year-classes, 
resp. all spawning-classes. LEA shows that if the stock is decreasing, 
e. g. from overfishing, then the calculatecl c will be greater than the actual, 
but smaller if the stock is increa.sing. 
T H E  ONSET O F  AfATURITV, 
STUDIED BY MErlNS O F  THE SPAIYNING-ZONES 
Before proceeding to try the theory on the material, we shall examine 
\\ihetlier a definite proportion exists between the number of inclividuals 
md~ich attained maturity in a certain year, ancl those of the same year- 
class which became mature the year before. We shall examine this in 
those year-classes where the extent of the material pel-nlits it, by means 
of the spawning-zones, and try to ascertain whether any difference 
as to the age at first spawning is found ill the val-iotrs year-classcs. 
The 7925 Yeav-class. 
As regards the males, the number of inclividuals of the 1925 year-class 
in our material, is so small that no conclusions are permissible, they 
had nearly (lied out as early as in 1935. The females, on the other hand, 
are richly repreientecl in the material through all years 1935-39. 
The results of determining the spawning-zones in the otoliths and inter- 
operculum are as follows: 
year  of I Age at First Spawning 
Sampling 1 3 4 
-- - - -  
-- - -  -- 
5 6 1 7 1 8  
--
1935 . . . . I - 4 1  1 3 1  2 9 1  1 4  I 
The figures show the numbel- of females of the 1925 year-class in 
which the spawning-zones can be reliably counted, ancl the distribution 
of the individuals accorcling to age a t  first time's spawning Further 
the average age a t  attained maturity has been computed froin the number 




The agreement is, as nil1 be ieen, rather goad As far as can be 
juclged from these d ~ t a ,  rnaturety sets in at  an age of 3-8 years, ancl 
the average age of the females of the 1925 year-class at  attained ma- 
turity was 5,74 & 0,06 years. 
The  1930 Yeav-class. 
At tile collectio~~ of the material in 1935 the 1930 year-class was 
5 years olcl. As some individuals of this year-class seeins to attain 
maturity at  an age -tip to 8 years olcl, it will be necessary to extrapolate 
the number attaining illaturitj/ at  the age 6-8 years accorcling to the 
apparent rule of the successive maturing observed in the sample from 
36---39. Only then we will be able to corvipare the material collected 
before 1938 from this year-class. Then we shall find that the age at  
first time spawning is distl-ibnted as shown in the following table. (Extra- 
polated values printed in italics.) 
Onset o f  Matz~rity 7930 Year-class, Males. 
Year of i Age at First Spawning --- - - 3 4 1 5 6 
--I- 
- -- - -- 
7 1 8  
I I I 
Total / Mean Age 
The deviations shown by the data obtained in the different sampling 
years, lie within the limits of the probable error, and may be ascribed 
to the limited material. 
As to the females, we shall find in the iaine way: 
Ofzset of ~l/latzwity, 1.930 I'ear-class, Females. 
Age at First Spawliliig 
Total Mean Age 
The data froin the different iamplirlg years ihow a very good 
agreement. 'The average age of the males in the 1930 year-class at  at- 
tained maturity was found to be 4,C)I & 0,03 years and of the fen~ales 
5,48 & 0,04 year>. 
The 1932 Year-class. 
As to this year-class we can not use the material collected before 
1Ci37, as the extrapolated values in the scheme would be to Inany and 
too conjectural. Accorcliilg to the determinationi-: on samples from 
1937-39 we shall find in the same way: 
Onsei of M a t ~ l r i f y ,  1.032 Yeav-class, !If ales, 
As to the females one is not justified in using more of the material 
than from 1938 and 39. 
Onsei of il.ilatznity, 19\32 Year-class, Females. 
- 
Year of Age at Flrst l\Iaturlty 
- -- 
Sampl~ng 
-- - - 
- 
3 l ~ J L 5 - 1  ti- - - 
Accordingly, the average age at  attailzed maturity is, in the case 
of ~llales of the 1932 year-class 4,60 0,06 anci of the feillales 5,01 
O,O6 years. 
The agreeme~zt between the cleterlninations from the salllples 
collectecl in the different years is, as far as can be controllecl, very good. 
'Shere is, on the other hancl, a real difference between the year-classes 
as the avevnge age at the bvst  sfiawaing 1;s decveasilzg jvowz the 1925 year- 
class and zt$ t o  the 7932 year-class. If we draw a curve showing the 
clistribution of the relative numbers as to age at  attained maturity, 
wi: shall see tl-rat the curves for the 1~930 and the 1932 year class are 
Fig. 23 
displaced to the left compared to the 1925 yeas-class. Tliis applies to 
both sexes, as shosvil in fig. 23. 
-. Ihus, niaturity is llot reached at  the same ages by the clifierent 
year-classes. The f-coefficients computed as an average of all year- 
classes in the material \vith a view to predict the relative liumber of 
first-time spawners, may therefore show an important deviation fro111 
the real f-coefficients for the different year-classes procl~lcing first-time 
spawners in a certain year. We must 1~11o.w the ))rule of the onset of 
maturity(( for each single year-class to obtain a 1-eliable result. The 
forecast of the nulliber of first-time spawners, which is the same as 
forecasting the nu~nber ecruiting the mature stock, nzay therefore prove 
somewhat problematic. 
APPLICATION O F  ROLLEFSEN'S THEORY 
TO T H E  PLAICE MATERIAL, 
Mortality. 
The material collected at Trondheim Biological Station in the 
years 1935-38 has been tabulated according to age and onset of maturity, 
based on the spawning zones. The immature individuals in the samples 
and those for which we can not quite reliably count the nu~nber of spaw- 
ning zones have been left out. The proportion of each spawning group 
in each year-class is expressed in O/, of the whole sample of males and 
the same for the females, as it is necessary that the two sexes are dealt 




Total I Age at First Spawning Age at First Spawning 
PA- 
& ? e l - 3 4  5 1 6 ,  7 3 3 4 5 6 7 ~ o t a l  
-- - -- 
3 
241 
- - 43 
6 - 
14 - 7 1  - 14 
9 - I 4  - 4 15 - 9 
10 1.5 2 15 4 60 - 4 
4 - -  4 - 29 
12 - 4 - - -  4 - -  -- 1 - - - - 
13 - - - - - - - - - - -  
Older - 1 -4 - 1 - - 4 - i -  - - - - 
- - - -- -- --- I _ _ _ _ _  - ___ -___ _  



















Age a t  First 
2 3 / 4 5 -  
-- 
I l l  
pa~vning 
- 
fj 1 7 i Total 
- - 
I I 
Age a t  First Spawniilg 
- 69 - 
Females. 
1935 
Age at  First Spawning 




-. 2 1 
11 5 - 43 
- 1  1 6  5 5 5 -  31 
5 5 5 -  
10 
In the same way as for the males we find: 
Age a t  First Spa-\vning 
--- -- 
4 1 5  1 6  1 7  1 8  / T o l a 1  
I l l 1 1  
Now we can conlpute the coefficient of remanence from LEA'S 
formula. 
(bz + c2 + d,) + (b3+ c, + d,) + (b, + C, + d,) + . + . -+ (b, + c, + d,) <= -- - - - - -- -- 
( a ~  + b~ -I- CI) i- ( a ~  + bz + c,) -t (a, + b, + c,) + + . . . + (a, + b, + c,) 
The result of the computation will be: 
Coefficient of remanence: 
Males Females 
C35-36 0,70 
5.36-37 0,39 0,86 
'37-38 0,24 0,76 
The indices denote the calendar years of the material upon which the 
computations have been based. As will be seer?, the coefficient of rema- 
nence for the males is very variable. This is caused partly by the scantiness 
of the material and also by the fact that the  nature stock undoubtedly 
has changed materially through the years 1935-38. In  the samples 
from the several years the males make up respectively 59,6, 46,3, 39,4 
and 50,l % of the mature stock. As mentioned above it is clear from 
LEA'S discussion that  if the stock is decreasing, then the computed ; 
will be greater than the actual and smaller if the stock is increasing. 
The natural changes will assert themselves   no st distinctly in the case 
of males, as these die out first. 
Curator DONS' marking experiment carried out in the area has 
been mentioned above. I t  gave a recapture-percentage of 24 in the 
course of one year. According to our computations we gct an average 
mortality of about 38,5 %, males and females taken together. Accordingly 
the computed value is 14,5 % higher than the percentage of recapture. 
We must indeed expect a higher total mortality than the percentage of 
recapture in a marking experiment as the natural mortality comes in 
addition, and sorn marks probably have been lost. 
I t  remains to compute the ))maturing factors((. We may compute 
these on the basis of the distribution on the various age-groups and 
spawning-groups of all plaice examined. For example, f ,,, expresses 
the proportion between those which, according to nuniber of spawning- 
zones, have attained maturity a t  an age of 4 years, and those which 
have attained maturity at  3, ancl are 4 years old or older. Likewise f,,, 
expresses the proporti011 between those which have been judged ma- 
ture a t  an  age of 5 years, and those considered mature at  4, and are 
5 years old or more. 
Then we find from the material 1935-38. 
Prognosis o/ the Stock. 
Now, we have the means required to compute from the spawning 
scheme of one year the age-composition and the eventual relative increase 
or decrease of the stock in the following year. In  our computations we 
shall use as coefficient of remanence in the case of males and females 
respectively 0,46 and 0,77. 
Comnpzitation of the Age-covzposition of ci"6 1936, 
Bnsed on flze Conqbosition 7935. 
TI-re agreement between the observed and the computed age-distri- 
bution is very good. The con~putation shows that the mature stock of 
males through the year 1935-36 has been reduced by 35 %. 
Conzplrtntion of the Age-composition o j  9 9 7936, 




The agreement between the computecl ancl observed age-composition 
for the females in 1936 is very good with the exception of the l l t h  
year-group. The material from this year-group >eenls not to be repre- 
sentative, either the 10th year-group is over-represented in 1935 or the 
l l t h  is under-represented in 1936. We shall soon return to this. We see 
further that a nunlber of 4 years individuals appear in the material 
from 1936. At present no means are available to predict the number 
of these. 
According to our computations the mature stock of females should 
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it has probably increased by about 10 O/d through the recruiting of the 
4 years old individuals. 
A computation in the same way of the stock of mature plaice in 
1937, made froni the material collected in 1936, will give as result: 
Agreement between CaZcaZated and Observed (ODs.) 
Age composition 1937. 
Females 
As to the males, a new strong year-class has appeared, of which 
we have not previously had any observations, and as we have no informa- 
tions about the age-composition in the irninature stock, we accordingly 
are unable to prognosticate it. In the table has been enterecl the relative 
number of illdividuals correspo~ldi~zg to the number observed in 1937, 
in the case of 2, 3 and 4 years old inclivicluals. A prediction of the mature 
males of 1937 svould he quite misleading, unless we beforehand, through 
investigation of the ininisture stock, got knowledge of the strength 
of the 1934 year-class. 
The 1933 year-class is a weak one, as no individuals were to be 
found in the material from 1936. We have calculated the percentage 
of the 1934 year-class from the observed number in 1937, ancl using this, 
we find a very good agreement between the computed and observed 
values in the case of the remaining year-classes. The mature males have, 
according to the computation increased in number by about 15 % from 
the spring 1936 until the spring 1937. 
As regards the females the agreement between the values conzputed 
and observed is fairly good. The error made by leaving the three and 
four years' females in 1937 out of account, is just over 1 ?/, only, and 
of no practical importance. 
Tlre stock of mature females has been reduced, according to the 
computation, by about 2 0/, from the spring 1936 until spring 1937. 
There is, according to the computation, a slight increase in the 
number of males, while the number of females is practically unchanged 
through the year 1936-37. Kow the males nzake up 46,3 % of the sample 
in 1936, while in 1937 they make 39,4 %, that is to say a reduction in 
number of males. But according to the computation we should have 
expected an increase. The explanation is likely to be found in the 
circumstance that the author tooli part in the capture of the breeding 
stock of fish in 1935 and 1936. These years therefore all captured plaice 
were taken care of, whereas, in the other years the habit was to throw 
overboard the smaller individuals, the interest being centred on pro- 
curing the best possible breeding stock for the hatchery. 1n this way 
also some mature individuals might have been thrown overboard, and 
these will in most cases be males, as they are usually the smaller. There- 
fore there is every reason to believe that the material from 1937 is leis 
representative than that of the two preceding years. 
Agreement  betweert Calcz~lated a n d  Observed (Obs.) 
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The agreement between the computed and observed values is not 
as good as before As to the males the three-group in 1938 is computed 
from the observeel proportion in 1938, the fourth and following age- 
groups from the material in 1937. We see that the four-group, i. e. 
the 1934 year-class, is cornputed to make up 53,5 % of the mature 
stoclr in 1938, but according to the observation it makes up 63,9 0/,. 
In the case of the females the corresponding figures are 13,4 and 23,8 %. 
The 1934-year-class is much stronger represented in the material from 
1938 than we shoulcl expect from the calculations. This may be causecl 
by an uncles-representation of the 3 years olds in the 1937 material, 
because the smallest individuals have been thrown overboard. But we 
may also assume that the better growth, which we have treated in an 
earlier section is followed by an precocious maturity, ancl that a greater 
percentage of the year-class therefore has attained nlaturity at an age 
of 4 years than the 1935-38 average implies. 
There is also a poor agreement between the n-~nibers cornputecl ancl 
observed of the 13 years' indivic1uaIs. I t  is the I925 year-class which 
does not behave in the way expected. If we for the females of this 
year-class examine the agreement between the computed ancl observed 
values, this, in the respective years, is: 
O!,, Computed O / , ,  Observed 
I t  is obvious that the year-class is not correctly represented in the 
samples. Probably there are too few of the 1925 year-class in the 1936 
material, and too many in 1937. 
The computation of the number of mature males show an increase 
of about 12 % from spring 1937 to spring 1938, and the number of mature 
females should be slightly reduced in the same period. This is confirmed 
by the sex composition in the two years, as the number of mature males 
in 1937 constituted 39,4 % of the sample while in 1938 they constituted 
50,l %. 
Upon the whole the computation up till 1938 of the plaice stock 
in the Sundnes area agrees well with the observations. The diagrani 
of the result, fig. 24, will give a clearer illustration of this than the tables. 
The hatched columns show the result of the computations, the open 
columns the observations of the same year. 
The agreement between the computed and obscrved age-distri- 
bution is poor, both as to the males and to the females. A closer investi- 
gation in order to ascertain what components in our computed and 
observed spawning schemes cause the disagreeinent, shows that it is 
the computation of the number of firct time spawners which conies 
short. The maturing factors f5 ; ,  used in the computation, are 1,82 
and 2,66 for resp. males and females, while the factors computed from 
the 1939 material for the 1934 year-class are 0,lG ancl 1,47. Biologically 
this expresses that most of the males of the 1934 year-class, are mature 
already when 4 years old, and also that the females of this year-class 
have attained maturity earlier than older year-classes were observed 
to do. 
I t  is shown above that the average age of the females a t  first spaw- 
ning is lower in the 1930 year-class than in the class 1925, and the 1932 
year-class still lower. The 1934 year-class shows a further lowering of 
the age at  the attainment of maturity. (The intervening year-classes 
are so scarce that the number of specimens available do not allow any 
conclusions on this point). 
Together with illis precocious maturity in the later year-classe., 
a more rapid growth is observed. A corresponding course of events 
has been observed in the skrei (or ))Arcto-Norwegiancc cod) by GUNNAR 
I~OLLEFSEN (27 and 29). Mr. OSCAR SUND tells me that he is engaged in 
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Fig. 24. Agreement between calculatecl (hatched colurn~ls) 
anct observed age clistrihutio~l of plaice (open columns). 
scrutinizing the Norwegian herring material fro111 the same view-point 
and finds a similar phenomenon as far as his research has advanced, 
e. g. a difference of about 1 cm between the 1930 catch and the 1938 
catch of wintei- herring for the ages 5-10 years. In the S. Korth Sea the 
growth-rate of the plaice has increased after 1931 ( B E C I ~ A X X  7). GILSOS 
(10) treats the herring in the Flemish Bight and the E. part of the Channel. 
He shows that mature herring appear in these waters at  an age of three 
years a t  the earliest. At an age of four years they are relatively more 
jxumerous, The percentage of 5-year olds is smaller ancl the decrease 
t ontinues in the succeeding years. Thus the 1933 year-class appeared 
for the first time in i2e 1936-samples with a percentage of 15,5. If now 
this year-class !lad behaved in the habitual way, a higher percentage 
than the figure just mentioned were to be espectecl of 4-years olds in 
1937. As a matter of fact, the year-class in question provided only 
12 (;& of the number examined. GILSON (10) writes on this p. 41: ))Be- 
sicles that it was expected that the class 1933, juit appeared with a 
passable initial percentage of 155 0/, and supposect to be in its augmen- 
tative stage, would also supply a passable percentage. In fact, however, 
this was not the case ancl the unusual reduction of the class 1933 in its 
4th year was a surprise.(( GILSON makes no attempt at  explaining the 
phenomenon. A possible explanation is, however, that the 1933-year- 
class has attained maturity earlier than what is usual for the herring 
in these waters thus representing quite a parallel case to that made 
out for the plaice of the Trondhein~ Fjord. In 1936, most of the 
herring from 1933, having attained maturity when 3 years old, the 
remainder, maturing a year later, is iniufficient to make up for the 
mortality. 
I t  thus appears that the higher growth-rate and the precocity 
caused by it are no particularities of the Trondheim Fjorcl plaice, but 
extend in fact over wide areas and apply to tlle most diverse marine 
animals. They are found in the Barents Sea slirei which i~lostly feecls 
on fish ancl the larger crustaceans, ancl in the plaice of the Trondheim 
Fjorcl and probably also of the North Sea, living on thc bottom fauna, 
and i t  appears that similar collclitions are also met with in tlle case of 
the Norwegian herring tribe ancl the Channel herring, exclusively 
plankton feeders. 
I t  may therefore be permissible to seek the cause of this wide- 
spread phenomenon in a vniversal improvement of the physical condi- 
tions of the sea, first of all the general rise of temperature in northern 
waters during later years. The period of this change appears to extend 
over several years, so that a scrutiny of pertinent temperature curves 
together with the variations observed in the age at  first spawning might 
make it possible to get a better prediction of the constitution of next 
years recruit-spawners. If temperature decides early or late maturity, 
i t  seems reasonable to consider the last summer and winter temperature 
in the sea-area as setling the percentage of the several year-classes which 
are going to spawn the following spring. 
ROLLEFSENS method for prediction of the next year's mature 
stock as to age-composition and eventual relative increase or decrease, has 
still, its deficiencies, which ROI~LEFSEN himself has discussed (27 a, 29), 
but it is doubtless a step forward in getting an insight into the fluctua- 
tions of mature stocks of fish. In  the case of the plaice material, we 
should without doubt have got a better agreement between observed 
and calculated values, if the samples from the different years had been 
as representative as possible. hilay be we shall have to distribute the 
collection of the samples over the whole of the spawning time, as it 
may be possible that f .  ex. younger year-classes gather on the spawning 
grounds a t  a later date than the olcler. A great deficiency in the material 
here produced is that hydrographical observations are too scanty to 
afforcl a nzuch-needed corollary. 
It is worth trying how far the method can be used for plaice popula- 
tions further southwards. As to these, maturity comes a t  an earlier 
age, thus enabling a greater proportion of the stock to be taken into 
consideration, but a t  the same time the efficiency of the method depends 
upon the circumstance that the maturing of a year-class is distributed 
over some years. The method is more reliable the more spawning groups 
there are. 
SUMMARY. 
The plaice-fishery lias occupied a very humble place among tlie 
Norwegian fisheries up to 20 years ago, when it began to develop into 
an  important industry. The reason first of all is to be found in the rapicl. 
development of the fresh-fish export in the last two decacles, next it 
is a consequence of the Danish seine being widely introduced also among 
Norwegian fishermen. 
The marking experiments macle on plaice in Norwegian waters 
seem to suggest that the plaice on the coast banks are comparatively 
mobile, whereas the stock of the fjords are more stationary. The reason 
is probably to be found in the topographical features of the bottom. 
Deeps of more than 200 m constitute no absolut hindrance on the move- 
ments of the plaice, but seem to be very restrictive. SOOT-RYEN'S 
marking experiment in North-Norway show that the drift of eggs and 
larvae in pelagic stages is compe~satecl by the tendency of older indiviclu- 
als to  move actively in the opposite direction. 
The morphological characters suggest that the same race is found 
along the Norwegian coast froni J ~ r e n  to Tana, but the stock of the 
Trondheirn Fjord shows an important deviatio~l with regard to number 
of anal fin rays as well as to n ~ ~ m b e r  of vertebrae. 
The number of anal fin rays seein to be so much infl~~encecl by the 
environment, that it  nus st be doubted whether it is allowable for charac- 
a ions. terizing plaice popul t '  
Also in Norwegian waters a segregation is going on ~vithin tlie plaice 
stock, as the quickest-growing individuals within a year-class seek deeper 
water at  an earlier age than the more slow-growing. 
The plaice stock of the Trondheim Fjord has a very high growth- 
rate, which has irlcreasecl very much during the years 1~935-38. 
The winter rings of the interoperculum, which sho~v ciistinctly 
the close of each year of life may probably be used for computing the 
total length of plaice in its different years of life. 
The otoliths as well as the interoperculum seem to reveal the age 
of a plaice at  the onset of maturity. 011 the basis of such, we may, 
in the same way as GUXNAR ROLLEFSEI~ has done for the skrei, divide 
the mature portion of the plaice stock into spawning-classes and spawning- 
groups. From these may be coniputed the mortality, using LEA'S 
formula. In  the case of male plaice in the Sundnes area in the Trond- 
heim Fjord it was found to be 54 %, the fen~ales 23 %. 
The age-composition and the relative increase or decrease of the 
mature stock have been computecl one year in advailce from the number 
of spawning-zones, ancl the age-compositions thus computed show a 
good agreement with the observed compositions. As regard this, the 
year 1939 maltes, however an exception. I t  is the first time spawners 
which clo not enter the mature stock in analogy with the older year- 
classes. 
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